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Juniper Research anticipates that the cumulative cost of data breaches between 2017 and 2022 will
reach $8 trillion, with variable per-business losses depending on the nature and scale of the attack

Privacy is all about the business risk value proposition

Don't let the EU’s GDPR catch you unprepared.
* Many describe it as "the biggest change to data protection law for a generation."
* The regulations enforce complex data obligations to protect individual’s privacy,
where many companies current policies are unlikely adequate.
* Research suggests that many businesses remain entirely unprepared and unaware.

Some recent company GDPR survey tidbits:
* 56% of US and 62% of German respondents believe their companies will be fined
* 87% of CIOs believe their current policies and procedures leave them exposed to risk.
* Unstructured data makes up roughly 80% of all data of all business-related data

Today we'll provide a GDPR overview and key steps to take now.
And yes, it will apply to any company that collects EU user data (e.g. potentially
your web site), even those not having an active presence in the EU.
WARNING - There is a LOT of information, details, resources, etc provided.
Just relax and try to see the big picture first, versus try to absorb it all
http://docs.media.bitpipe.com/io_13x/io_138019/item_1547371/gdpr-centralise-unstructured-data-governance-across-on-premises-and-cloud.pdf
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Prelude
(Key tenets up front)

• The GDPR is still all about RISK - the value – so PLAN NOW!
(Enable business objectives - providing loss avoidance and revenue enhancement = “Pays”)

• Cybersecurity is manageable – trust & data focus for privacy too.
(Prioritize mitigations, APT’s are not really, minimize data breach impact, test IR Plan, etc.)

• Do the Security basics very well, sets a privacy foundation.
(get a 85+% reduction in security incidents = cyber hygiene, then encryption, IdAM & SIEM)

• Privacy Policy drives integrated actions and enforcement.
(Privacy Champion / Officer essential, symbiotic with enterprise risk management (ERM))

• Company privacy alignment – CEO to shop floor.
(Privacy embedded and tailored to department priorities and overall user awareness)

Quit admiring the “Privacy problem (threat / risk)”
and start DOING something – a tailored GDPR Plan

WHY do we need to care about Privacy?
• Over 2.6 BILLION records stolen in 2017 (just the ones we know about)...
– Cost = ~$141 / record – Global costs are $3.8M company (Ponemon)
– Cyber crime damage predicted to hit $6T by 2021
• “Unconstrained” third party liability and lawsuits
– class actions and heavy fines / damages
- coming anytime, from anyone, from anywhere
•VALUE is all about an organization’s ERM effectiveness
-- Using a privacy lens captures many views, compliance
-- 1/3 of a company’s value is in their BRAND
•Get the C-suite attention better, and Directors & Officers / line managers
– Directors & Officers can be held personally liable for lack of due diligence

It’s the “law” in many cases (PII, HIPAA, SOX and now GDPR…)
OBTW… it PAYS to be compliant… (by almost 3 to 1..)
Average cost of compliance in fiscal year 2017 was $5.47 million, The average cost of
noncompliance during the same 12-month period was $14.82 million
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/opinion/Data-protection-compliance-costs-less-than-noncompliance

‘FUD’ – Key Threat examples:
• Data Breaches – 2017 worst year: 1579 events (2018 slowing)
• Ransomware bad – cryptomining worse! Growing 300%/year
• Internet of Things threats hit everyone. PLCs to CCTVs. 20+B
• How much more bad news do we need
Lifelock - when it was found that an information leakage bug on its site was exposing millions of customer email
addresses. Symantec blamed the problem on a third party, which was responsible for managing the opt-out marketing.
Ticketmaster (and Hundreds of Others) - hit by a breach that impacted nearly 5% of its global customer base —
primarily in the UK. The incident, exposing personal information and card data about its customers, was caused by
maliciously manipulated code that was created by Inbenta Technologies, which develops customer support software.
GM, Ford, Tesla, and Other Major Car Manufacturers - More than 100 manufacturing companies, including the biggest
automotive names on the planet were struck this summer by a third-party exposure of vital trade secrets. The incident
was caused by a vendor named Level One Robotics, who exposed these manufacturers' data by poorly protecting a
data transfer protocol. The breach put 157 GB of data at risk, including 10 years of assembly line schematics, ETC..
Nuance Healthcare Provider Clients - a third-party provider of speech recognition software, In May the company
exposed 45,000 patient records on behalf of clients including the San Francisco Department of Health and UC San
Diego when it failed to stop a breach of its systems
Delta, Sears, Best Buy, and Others - A single third-party provider of online chat and support services — this year
managed to expose hundreds of thousands of customer PII records for multiple major brands. The breach exposed the
names, addresses, credit card numbers, CVV numbers, and expiration dates of these customers
.

Don’t spread Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt (FUD) OR chase the threats,
Rather – implement a Risk Based Security Strategy (RBSS) 5

So who cares? The BOARD!
(re: their D & O liability and stockholder reporting)
Cyber-risk Oversight / NACD Director’s Handbook Series
NACD, in conjunction with AIG and the Internet Security Alliance, has identified five
steps boards should consider as they seek to enhance their oversight of cyber risks.
Their handbook was organized according to these five key cyber-risk principles:

1. Directors need to understand and approach cybersecurity as an enterprisewide risk management issue, not just an IT issue. AS is Privacy (GDPR))
2. Directors should understand the legal implications of cyber risk as they relate to
their company’s specific circumstances.
3. Boards should have adequate access to cybersecurity expertise, and
discussions about cyber-risk management should be given regular and adequate
time on the board meeting agendas.
4. Directors should set the expectation that management will establish an
enterprise-wide cyber-risk management framework with adequate staffing and
budget (note - fiscal reality check – enough resources - not likely for many = RBSS)
5. Board-management discussions about cyber risks should include identification of
which risks to avoid, which to accept, and which to mitigate or transfer through
insurance, as well as specific plans associated with each approach.
https://www.nacdonline.org/files/FileDownloads/NACD%20Cyber-Risk%20Oversight%20Handbook%202017.pdf

What is “Privacy”?
(A common vernacular is essential)
Definition: The state or condition of being free from being observed or
disturbed by others.. Also, the state of being free from public attention…
And the previous EU’s top court’s decision (on Google) - the right to be
forgotten and with the GDPR the right to be “erased.”

Practical view: In general, the right to be free from secret surveillance
and to determine whether, when, how, and to whom, one's personal or
organizational information is to be revealed.

Where/how does privacy really matter… is it for people only?
- The Internet of things (IoT) / everything - sensors, modules, smart devices have critical data.
- The notion of PII (12 major attributes) or HIPAA PHI (18 key attributes) is likely not enough.
- There are 100-1000s+ other attributes (from what you do, search) that can pinpoint you!
- Where does privacy end, metadata, big data, research / predictive analysis.. Or does it?

Establish your privacy definition and scope as a key requirement

Privacy in the US ‘Laws & Regulations’
Fourth Amendment ensures that "the right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

US Privacy Act (1974, as amended)
Federal Trade Commission Act (Consumer protection)
Electronic Communications Privacy Act…. Judicial Redress Act
Privacy Shield… State privacy Laws… Data breach regulations… ETC..
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
The Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)
EU has a data protection
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)

framework, there is no direct
equivalent in the US. Safe
Harbor was invalidated.

Texas Law (extreme notification)

• A 2011 amendment to the Texas reporting law: If you “conduct business” in Texas, not
only must you notify Texas any residents that their data has been breached, but you may
also have to notify residents in states that have no breach disclosure laws.

AND NOW…. California’s new Consumer Privacy Act of 2018
https://privacylaw.proskauer.com/2018/07/articles/data-privacy-laws/the-california-consumer-privacy-act-of-2018/

“AND” then there is the GDPR too!

GDPR: Typical Views
GDPR applies to any company, inside or outside the E.U., that offers goods and
services to European residents.

--- It’s likely your organization must comply with GDPR.
GDPR applies to personal data that resides anywhere within an organization. Its
impact will be felt by every area of the business. Web marketplaces, social network
sites, search engines, and other Internet-based activities.
Organizations can not take GDPR lightly. A simple ‘we’re sorry’ will not suffice.

---Organizations must be 100% compliant from day one – NOW.
To ensure GDPR compliance, you must be able to answer two critical questions
and show proof of your answers:
• Where is my data?
• Who is responsible for that data?

---Classification lies at the heart of GDPR. Identifying and classifying your
data (and where it is at!) is the first step toward answering these questions.
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GDPR – What’s new?
-Overall: Core privacy rules remain; much more Extra-territorial reach;
added a Data Protection Officer (DPO), and with changes in:
Accountability, Data security, Data rights and Breach notices…
- The GDPR is 95% related to enforcing the right to privacy, not the loss of privacy through data
breach; whereas The maximum fines for any organization are 2% of 'annual turnover' for even
the most egregious loss of data through breach, not 4% the max; and fines are entirely
discretionary, and an appropriate security program will significantly reduce any fines levied.
- GDPR requirements apply to each member state of the European Union, aiming to create
more consistent protection of consumer and personal data across EU nations. Some of the key
privacy and data protection requirements of the GDPR include:
• Requiring the consent of subjects for data processing – explicit, freely-given
• Anonymizing collected data to protect privacy – along with data minimization
• Providing data breach notifications – within 72 hours depending on type / cause.
• Safely handling the transfer of data across borders – greater data processor accountability
• Requiring certain companies to appoint a DPO to oversee GDPR compliance
• Key operational effects – data security and breach notifications

GDPR can impact any company regardless of location
https://blog.varonis.com/eu-gdpr-spotlight-protection-by-design-and-default/

GDPR – What’s new (cont)?
- The GDPR itself contains 11 chapters and 91 articles. The following are some of the chapters
and articles that have the greatest potential impact on security operations:
•Articles 17 & 18 –give data subjects more control over personal data that is processed
automatically (called the “right to portability”), (called the “right to erasure”).
•Articles 32 & 25 – require companies to implement reasonable data protection measures to
protect consumers’ personal data and privacy against loss or exposure.
•Articles 31 & 33 – Data breach notifications play a large role in the GDPR text. Article 31
specifies requirements for single data breaches: controllers must notify SAs of a personal data
breach within 72 hours of learning of the breach. Article 32 requires data controllers to notify
data subjects as quickly as possible of breaches when the breaches place their rights and
freedoms at high risk.
•Articles 33 & 33a –require companies to perform Data Protection Impact Assessments to
identify risks to consumer data.
•Article 35 –requires that certain companies appoint data protection officers. Specifically, any
company that processes data revealing a subject’s genetic data, health, racial or ethnic origin,
religious beliefs, etc. must designate a data protection officer;

https://blog.varonis.com/eu-gdpr-spotlight-protection-by-design-and-default/

Which of the GDPR requirements will pose the
greatest challenge to your organization?
Right to be forgotten (RTBF)/right to erasure
Data protection by design and by default

Defining what "state of the art" means for our…

WHERE is your data?

Encryption and/or pseudonymization of data
Data breach notification within 72 hours

Data minimization principle (collecting only the least…
Defining data use cases and managing consent
To service a person's data access request
Data transfers to countries outside of the EU
Data portability (the need to provide data in machine-…
Appointing a data protection officer
0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Source https://itb.dk/sites/default/files/IDC%20analyse.pptx :
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GDPR – Overall Challenges:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Data Protection Officer is new for many EU countries and criticized its administrative burden.
The GDPR was developed with a focus on social networks and cloud providers, but did not
consider requirements for handling employee data sufficiently.
Data portability is not seen as a key aspect for data protection, but more a functional
requirement for social networks and cloud providers.
Language and staffing challenges for the Data Protection Authorities (DPA) (or may be changing
to a "Supervisory Authority“ now…)
EU citizens no longer have a single DPA to contact for their concerns, thus will have to deal with
the DPA chosen by the company involved
The new regulation conflicts with other non-European laws and regulations and practices (e.g.
surveillance by governments).
The biggest challenge might be the implementation of the GDPR in practice: comprehensive
changes of business practices for companies that had not implemented a comparable level of
privacy before the regulation entered into force.
A lack of privacy experts and knowledge already exists and new requirements might worsen the
situation; thus education in data protection and privacy are a critical factor for GDPR success.
The EC and DPAs have to provide resources and power to enforce the implementation and a
specific data protection level is needed or there could be different levels of privacy.
Europe's international trade policy is not yet in line with the GDPR.

These are all in addition to the technical aspects required

Key Technologies and Best Practices for GDPR Success
(Company survey … N-550+)

Top most challenging requirements:
• Data Encryption / Pseudonymization (55%)
• Data Breach Notification Within 72 Hours (53%)
• Data Protection By Design And Default (50%)
• Data Portability (50%)
• Defining “State Of The Art” (47%)
Top most challenging compliance actions:
• Understand Areas Affected And Requirements (59%)
• Data Classification (54%)
• Data Loss Prevention ((53%)
• Employee Education (51%)
• Anonymize Privacy Data (50%)
http://docs.media.bitpipe.com/io_13x/io_138019/item_1547371/idc-key-technologies-and-bet-practices-for-gdpr-success.pdf
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GDPR – Some Considerations:
“To implement data protection by design and by default"
•

•

•

•

•

Plan to comply with ISO27001, as this will handshake very well with the complementary Personal
Information Management System (PIMS) in the way these kinds of implementations work, and
ISO27001 will outline the effort needed to protect your information assets, creating the basis for the
GDPR compliance. Many of the low hanging fruits are within the basic security area, and a welldeveloped ISO27001 program may help you get rid of some of the weaknesses….
ITIL goes very well with ISO27001 and using ITIL in the business. ITIL would support the identification
of processes and procedures needed to facilitate the general operation of the system, thereby
providing visibility and security of operation as well as implementing lessons into the processes, all in
all supporting the GDPR effort as well.
Group the elements and artifacts that you need to describe, network, retention policy, server
security, change management etc. This will make referencing possible and you can avoid writing an
essay about each element for every application.
Conduct awareness training in order to secure that all stakeholders have understood the message
about ‘Privacy by design and by default’, and they are familiar with the requirements and the
structure of the documentation. The result of the documentation should be uniform, and if it points
in all directions, your training has failed.
Through the risk / privacy champion (and DPO), allocate resources. The documentation of the
application and the environment will initially consume more resources, and you need to allocate
these resources upfront, in order not to stress the organization. As routine kicks in, a more ‘normal’
level of consumption for documentation will be seen, but the base level will be higher than pre-GDPR.

GDPR – Overall Preparation.
• First - GDPR is a LEGAL issue, not IT or security (unless lacking…)
(thus the Chief Privacy Officer owns it, not the CIO or CISO)

• Understand your current data privacy compliance program
(Clauses, Privacy Shield, BCRs, etc – start here, gap analysis, not with technology.)

• Define the impact on global operations, key risks & mitigations
• Assess the full data / privacy lifecycle (policies, audit, agreements, etc)
• Update methods: PIAs, notification processes, data retention, etc

• GDPR preparations project – details, resources, Board buy-in
• Then… Tools and technology mapped to support compliance
Data security is NOT data privacy, but does set the foundation for GDPR
Cloud security / privacy – different enough to warrant its own topic, task.
http://pages2.druva.com/rs/307-ANG-704/images/Druva-5-Step-Guide-For-GDPR-Compliance.pdf

SEE ALSO:

GDPR compliance: six steps to make it happen
1. Don’t see GDPR as an enemy. Don’t be afraid of making the necessary changes –
instead, treat them as a chance for competitive differentiation.
2. Plan your compliance program carefully… The journey towards GDPR compliance is often
a long one. Even if your company won’t have all the loose ends tied up by May 2018, it’s still
important to be able to show regulators and stakeholders that you are intentional and serious
about reaching compliance, and that you have control over your data.

3. Map out your data. For many, a good way to start on GDPR compliance is identifying how
your organization processes personal information across its ecosystem, so you can
appropriately process and effectively secure it if required. To do that, we think you’d want a
clear view of your entire data landscape.
4. Involve the whole company. This isn’t just a problem for application developers: the whole
company from the top down needs to be on board with making GDPR compliance and datacentricity a success.
5. Bring in the right external expertise. Technology alone is not enough for this task. You also
may need switched-on business consultancy to go hand-in-hand with it.
6. Start now, not later. The GDPR is now in effect. Company’s potentially face a long uphill
task, so starting now is key – it’s never too late (unless you get breached). Use the GDPR
project plan, lead by the privacy manager, including education and wide communications

http://www.itsecurityguru.org/2017/08/08/gdpr-compliance-six-steps-make-happen/
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GDPR – Where to start - Your Plan.
Activities to be doing asps to prepare
1. Determine your exposure / applicability. Appoint a DPO (PM).
2. Assess data security baseline – data breach risk preparedness?

3. Analyze the legal basis on which you use personal data.
4. Check your privacy notices and policies, how to demonstrate
accountability.
5. Clarify the data subjects rights, how they will exercise them.
6. Build in data security - Embrace privacy by design.

7. If you are a supplier to others, consider whether you have new
obligations as a processor.
8. Cross-border data transfers – have a process in place.
A sample GDPR project plan will be provided
http://www.allenovery.com/SiteCollectionDocuments/Radical%20changes%20to%20European%20data%20protection%20legislation.pdf

GDPR – Compliance Roadmap
(notional five phases for implementation)
1

Extra bonus – GDPR matchup to state laws: https://iapp.org/news/a/gdpr-match-up-u-s-state-data-breach-laws/
“Essential Guide to the GDPR” http://www.trustarc.com/blog/2017/05/09/how-to-address-gdpr-compliance/
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GDPR: Typical Project Activities
--- Design a communication plan that facilitates the socialization of the
details of the roadmap activities through implementation workshops.
-- Develop a formal, resourced company project - business specific initiatives,
define decision-making committees with business, IT, privacy, and legal parties.
1-- Implement Encryption and Data Masking Policies, Procedures, and Methods
2-- Implement Right to Erasure Policies, Procedures, and Capabilities
3-- Implement Right to Data Portability Policies, Procedures, and Capabilities
4-- Implement System-Specific Assessment Program
5-- Develop a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) Methodology
6-- Establish Protection by Design and Default Mechanisms
7-- Appoint and Implement Data Protection Officer Function
8-- Establish Designation of Representative
9-- Enhance Breach Notification Process
10-- Enhance and Maintain Records of All Processing Activities
11-- Enhance Processor and Sub-Processor Management Procedures
12-- Enhance Data Subject Rights
13-- Enhance Conditions for Consent Policies and Procedures
14-- Enhance Privacy Notices
Yes, another list
15-- Enhance Data Minimization Procedures
Many are dupes, okay
16-- Enhance Data Retention Policies and Procedures
Provides completeness
17-- Enhance Privacy Training
AND other views 20

GDPR: 12 steps to take now
The UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) provides resources for GDPR
preparation. The ICO also works closely with trade associations and bodies
representing the various sectors. It is essential to plan your approach to GDPR
compliance now and to gain ‘buy in’ from key people in your organization.

1 - Awareness
2 - Information you hold
3 - Communicating privacy information
4 - Individuals’ rights
5 - Subject access requests
6 - Lawful basis for processing personal data
7 - Consent
8 - Children
9 - Data breaches
10 - Data Protection by Design and Data
11 - Data Protection Officers
Some consider this ‘the’ list
12 -International
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https://ico.org.uk/media/1624219/preparing-for-the-gdpr-12-steps.pdf

Detailed in the next brief

GDPR – beyond technical controls?
Consider implementing an information security management system (ISMS) instead of simply
implementing a range of technical controls, to comply with Article 25& 32. The GDPR does not
provide detailed guidance of what you should do to obtain an effective information security
posture, thus an ISMS aligned to an international standard (e.g. ISO 27001) is usually a good
starting point. Yet, four reasons why technical measures alone don’t prevent a data breach.
1. Risks can be overlooked
Implementing layers of technical controls that aren’t based on a properly conducted risk
assessment means that other important risks related to human error, negligence and process
failures are often overlooked.
2. Information is interconnected
Effective data security requires a commitment to information security across the organization.
The interconnectivity of information means that the entire business needs to adopt a culture of
information security awareness – from the cleaners right up to the CEO and the board.
3. Threats are not static
Information security threats are constantly evolving and cyber attacks can take many forms.
The only way to keep ahead of these growing and constantly changing threats is by adopting a
risk based security strategy (RBSS) that lends itself to continual review and improvement.
4. Controls aren’t always implemented correctly
Even highly skilled information security professionals can get things wrong. Obtaining
certification to a proven information security standard such as ISO 27001 helps the business
to get an external, expert assessment of the efficacy of its information security plans, thereby
making sure that the measures it has implemented are working
22

https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/gdpr-compliance-why-even-the-best-technical-controls-arent-enough/

GDPR compliance: Now what?
Establish a resourced GDPR assessment project,
formal requirements, compliance applicability, lead POC (Legal), include:
1. Scope and Impact Assessment
• What parts of your organization will be caught by the GDPR and why?
• What impact could non-compliance have for those parts of the organization?
2. Gap Analysis
• How does your organization currently comply with data protection obligations?
• What actions does your organization need to take to comply with the GDPR?
• What are the key areas of risk?
• How long will it take, how much will it cost, and what should you prioritize?
3. Implementation
• Address the identified gaps, and ensure ongoing compliance from now on!

Start a project now, however small, iterate and expand as you learn.
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Summary
• The GDPR is still all about RISK - the value – so PLAN NOW!
(Enable business objectives - providing loss avoidance and revenue enhancement “Pays”)

• Cybersecurity is manageable – trust & data focus for privacy too
(Prioritize mitigations, APT’s are not really, minimize data breach impact, IR Plan, etc.)

• Do the Security basics very well, sets a privacy foundation
(get a 85+% reduction in security incidents = cyber hygiene, then encryption, IdAM & SIEM)

• Privacy Policy drives integrated actions and enforcement
(a Privacy Champion / Officer helps, also within enterprise risk management (ERM))

• Company privacy alignment – CEO to shop floor
(Privacy embedded and tailored to department priorities and overall user awareness)

Quit admiring the “Privacy problem (threat / FUD)”
and start DOING something – a tailored GDPR Plan

GDPR – Talk about overload!
Resources to help frame, what must we DO!
--First there is no shortage of sources of help for your GDRP Plan:
Two great sources to start: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/
And the official GDPR site: http://www.eugdpr.org/key-changes.html
ALSO:

http://www.linklaters.com/pdfs/mkt/london/TMT_DATA_Protection_Survival_Guide_Singles.pdf
https://www.twobirds.com/~/media/pdfs/gdpr-pdfs/bird--bird--guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation.pdf

https://edri.org/files/GDPR-key-issues-explained.pdf
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/privacy-and-data-protection-bydesign/at_download/fullReport (very in-depth ‘how to’ guide)
---Privacy by Design Documentation for Software Engineers Version 1.0
http://docs.oasis-open.org/pbd-se/pbd-se/v1.0/csd01/pbd-se-v1.0-csd01.html
---Privacy Implications Guide for the CIS Critical Security Controls (Version 6.1)
https://www.cisecurity.org/criticalcontrols/documents/Privacy%20Guide%20for%20the%20CIS%20Critical%20Security%20Controls%2001052017.pdf

---NISTIR - Privacy Engineering and Risk Management (Jan 2017 – KEY methods to link ERM and Privacy)
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2017/NIST.IR.8062.pdf
As needed, an ISO 27001 reference can be used as a baseline (more on this later)
http://www.iso27001security.com/ISO27k_GDPR_mapping_release_1.docx
EU GDPR Documentation Toolkit ($ 495 pounds)
https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/shop/product/eu-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr-documentation-toolkit

GDPR & PbD URLs / links of interest..
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/EY-eu-general-data-protection-regulation-are-youready/$FILE/EY-eu-general-data-protection-regulation-are-you-ready.pdf
http://www.linklaters.com/pdfs/mkt/london/TMT_DATA_Protection_Survival_Guide_Singles.pdf
http://www.allenovery.com/SiteCollectionDocuments/Radical%20changes%20to%20European%20dat
a%20protection%20legislation.pdf

https://www.twobirds.com/~/media/pdfs/gdpr-pdfs/bird--bird--guide-to-the-general-data-protectionregulation.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/za/Documents/risk/ZA_Privacybydesign_270515.pdf
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/privacy-and-data-protection-bydesign/at_download/fullReport
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/ca/Documents/risk/ca-en-ers-privacy-by-designbrochure.PDF
https://www.computerworlduk.com/data/how-prepare-for-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr3652439/
https://edri.org/files/GDPR-key-issues-explained.pdf
https://chapters.theiia.org/san-francisco/ChapterDocuments/PwC%20Presentation%20%20Data%20Centric%20Security%20Management.pdf

Mike.Davis.SD@gmail.com

“easy button”
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Cyber security URLs / links of interest..
Major cyber / IA sites
http://iase.disa.mil/Pages/index.aspx
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html
https://www.iad.gov/iad/index.cfm
https://cve.mitre.org/
http://www.cisecurity.org/
http://www.cert.org/
http://niccs.us-cert.gov/
https://www.sans.org/programs/
http://www.cerias.purdue.edu/
https://cccure.training/
http://www.rmf.org/
http://nvd.nist.gov/

Others of interest
http://www.darkreading.com/
http://www.iso27001security.com/
http://iac.dtic.mil/csiac/ia_policychart.html
http://www.nascio.org/
http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/
https://www.csiac.org/groups/cybersecurity/
http://www.dhs.gov/topic/cybersecurity
http://iase.disa.mil/stigs/Pages/index.aspx
Great daily cyber news letter – “Cyber Wire”
https://www.thecyberwire.com/current.html

And a few more:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/good-resources-new-ciso-gary-hayslip-cissp-cisa-crisc-ccsk
Two security News/Blog websites:
• http://ddosattackprotection.org/blog/cyber-security-blogs/
- Article has over 100+ security sites.
• http://cybersecurityventures.com/industry-news/
- Web site has great info on Cyber companies and a list of over 100 security web sites.
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The EU’s GDPR Basics.
Why You Need to Care and
What to Prepare For.

YOUR PLAN - key steps to preparation
Mike Davis
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GDPR compliance is all about your plan, leader & resources

Prelude
(Key tenets up front)

• It’s never to late start – iterate your implementation plan
• Top 10 Mistakes Companies Make in GDPR Preparation

• Some myths / FAQs to understand
• Sample approaches / plans (Gartner & UK’s ICO)
• 13 steps to building your project plan
• Key takeaways… (& plan template too )
Quit admiring the “Privacy problem (threat / risk)”
and start DOING something – a tailored GDPR Plan

Top 10 Mistakes Made in GDPR Preparation
• Thinking GDPR Doesn’t Apply to You

• Believing GDPR Is a Guideline, Not an Obstacle
• Thinking About Sensitive Data in Former Terms
• Believing Past Practices Alone Meet GDPR
• Depending on Your Service Provider to Handle GDPR
• Overlooking the Creation of Record of Processing Activities
• Ignoring Segments of Your Data Collection
• Not Understanding What You Can and Cannot Keep
• Not Hiring a Data Protection Officer (or equivalent)

• Not Asking for Help – target prioritized activities

https://www.itbusinessedge.com/articles/top-10-mistakes-companies-make-in-gdpr-preparation.html
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Six GDPR myths
Myth 1: The GDPR doesn’t apply to businesses outside the EU.

Yes, it does. It’s true the GDPR concerns the personal data of people living in the EU; however,
what it actually regulates is the gathering and processing of this data, no matter where that takes
place.

Myth 2: All personal data is the same. (e.g., “PII”)
Article 9 of the GDPR outlines several types of sensitive data that are prohibited to process.
These are considered separate from the general data referred to in the rest of the text and include
“personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical
beliefs, or trade union membership … genetic data, biometric data … [and] data concerning a
natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation.”

Myth 3: The GDPR doesn’t apply to data already collected.

As long as the information collected qualifies as personal data pertaining to an EU citizen, it falls
under this regulation — regardless of when it was collected..
https://www.uk.insight.com/en-gb/learn/articles/2018-02-12-6-myths-about-the-gdpr-debunked
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Six GDPR myths
Myth 4: It’s your cloud service provider’s job to make sure your data is compliant.
In the event of a data breach, both you and your cloud service provider will need to comply with
GDPR policy.

Myth 5: Every company has to appoint a Data Protection Officer.
Your organization would be required to appoint a Data Protection Officer (DPO) in only three
situations:
• If you’re a public authority or body that processes data
• If your core activities require widespread, regular monitoring of data subjects
• If you process sensitive information (discussed in myth 4) on a large scale

Myth 6: Fines are the biggest threat to your business.
Sure, the tops fines are a lot of money, yet consumers and employees want greater control over
who has their data and what they’re doing with it. AND the loss of trust, brand, and reputation.

A defensible action plan shows understanding and intent!
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Many GDPR views / approaches are promoted….
They all have fundamental steps, we showed several in the
first brief, these are the UK ICO’s 12 steps, for one
reference (and expanded details are in our plan template):
1. Awareness You should make sure that decision makers and key
people in your organization are aware that the law is changing to the
GDPR. They need to appreciate the impact this is likely to have.
2. Information you hold You should document what personal data you
hold, where it came from and who you share it with. You may need to
organize an information audit.
3. Communicating privacy information You should review your
current privacy notices and put a plan in place for making any necessary
changes in time for GDPR implementation
4. Individuals’ rights You should check your procedures to ensure they
cover all the rights individuals have, including how you would delete
personal data or provide data electronically and in a commonly used
format.
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the UK ICO’s 12 steps… cont
5.

Subject access requests You should update your procedures and plan
how you will handle requests within the new timescales and provide
any additional information.

6.

Lawful basis for processing personal data You should identify the
lawful basis for your processing activity in the GDPR, document it
and update your privacy notice to explain it.

7.

Consent You should review how you seek, record and manage
consent and whether you need to make any changes. Refresh
existing consents now if they don’t meet the GDPR standard.

8. Children You should start thinking now about whether you need to
put systems in place to verify individuals’ ages and to obtain parental or
guardian consent for any data processing activity
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the UK ICO’s 12 steps… cont
9.

Data breaches You should make sure you have the right procedures in
place to detect, report and investigate a personal data breach.

10. Data Protection by Design and Data Protection Impact Assessments You
should familiarize yourself now with the ICO’s code of practice on
Privacy Impact Assessments as well as the latest guidance from the
Article 29 Working Party, and work out how and when to implement
them in your organization.
11. Data Protection Officers You should designate someone to take
responsibility for data protection compliance and assess where this role
will sit within your organization’s structure and governance
arrangements. You should consider whether you are required to
formally designate a Data Protection Officer.
12. International If your organization operates in more than one EU
member state (ie you carry out cross-border processing), you should
determine your lead data protection supervisory authority. Article 29
Working Party guidelines will help you do this.
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Garters' 10 step plan, and more details…

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-4DP8LSZ&ct=170913&st=sb
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Gartner step 1:
1. Who in the organization is responsible for compliance?
The business (process) owner is responsible for compliance. Preparing to comply does
not necessarily mean only going through the formal articles one by one. Setting the stage
for compliance requires setting up the organization to enable the correct mutual
responsibilities. Hence, the organization should appoint business process owners.
It is important that these leaders receive a mandate to make risk-based choices. Part of
their responsibilities will be to conduct privacy impact and risk assessments periodically,
and to address whether the outcome is within the mandated risk appetite. Therefore, they
should also have the resources and discretion to mitigate accordingly. Leaders should
emphasize to staff their accountability for adherence to privacy requirements. The
implementation of a privacy-dedicated awareness exercise enables sufficient knowledge
of the privacy management program.
The data protection officer assists in this compliance plan, but is not formally
accountable. To enable the organization to make an informed decision, security and risk
management leaders must assess both privacy and business risks. They then suggest
mitigating measures to the business process owner to decide on and implement as
instructed. The business representative explicitly accepts the residual risk, or increases
mitigation until the residual risk is within acceptable limits.:
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Gartner step 2:
2. How to determine legal grounds and processing purpose?
Consult with legal counsel to determine the appropriate legal
grounds for processing. There are only a few options provided in
the GDPR, such as a contract agreement with the subject.
The business process owners determine the processing purposes; in
other words, they identify and explain the reasons to process
personal data. Examples include execution of a contract agreement
with an individual, compliance with regulatory requirements (such
as a tax law dictating the retention of financial transactions),
quality of service improvement, and the ability to handle
complaints.
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Gartner step 3:
3. What personal data can I process?
With the proper controls, almost any data can be processed. However, an organization must
first determine the legal grounds for processing, and document the processing purposes.
Once these purposes are determined, the organization can provide the reason for what
personal data must be processed to achieve those purposes. Data minimization dictates that
whatever information that cannot be justified as necessary in respect to the purpose should
be purged
The subsequent cross-relation of data processed in connection with the purpose(s) that data
serves dictates the authorization and access management controls that leaders must
implement. Enabling only the authorized use of personal data carries inherent requirements
to prevent other disclosures. This in turn dictates authorization and access management and
the application of pseudonymization tooling.

To enable adequate protection of personal data and allow insight into relevant privacy risks,
the sensitivity of personal data that is processed should be observed in the processing
context. Barring regulatory requirement, processing special categories of personal data — for
example, revealing information about health, ethnicity or religious beliefs — should be
avoided where possible. Organizations are encouraged to verify the necessity and legality of
processing special categories of personal data with their legal counsel.
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Gartner step 4:
4. Should we prepare for data subjects to exercise their rights?
Yes. The GDPR does provide data subjects with a set of rights over the administration and
use of their personal data, though some of these rights already exist. GDPR Articles 12
through 23 deal with the rights of data subjects; this research highlights a few such rights.
Organizations that control their personal-data processing activities throughout the data life
cycle should have less trouble enabling these rights.
The right to data portability can be assured by implementing a self-service portal. This also
enables other rights, such as the right to access what personal data is processed, or the right
to correct or amend it. When established, the same online platform can be used to provide
transparency (statements and notices), and notification. Where an assessment shows that a
subject's rights requests are expected to be few and far between, a manual process to hand
over the personal data will suffice.

Considering the evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT), (big) data analytics and increasing
application of machine learning and artificial intelligence technology, Article 22 provides an
interesting right: The right "not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated
processing, including profiling." Barring the exceptions provided in that same article, this
implies a strong focus on automation of analytics and the use of the subsequent results.
Analytics activities used for "what advertising do we show on a website," for example, will
likely not have a high impact; but in other use cases, such as determining whether someone
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gets a mortgage, credit card or job, caution is advised.

Gartner step 5:
5. Is there anything special about consent?
Yes. The characteristics of consent are quite specific. For one, it should be freely given,
indicating that there can be no coercion or pressure. This brings a complication in, for
example, employee relations, where an employee might be afraid to lose his job when not
consenting to a specific processing activity.

"Consent" in the GDPR requires the circumstances to include several conditions:
" By a clear affirmative act ." Silence or implied consent and pre-checked boxes, then, are a
thing of the past. The organization must ask outright for consent.
" Specific ." When the processing has multiple purposes, consent should be given for all of
them. Obtaining separate consent is advised where the processing activities are not
inherently related. Buying a pair of sunglasses in a web shop, for example, does not
automatically lead to receipt of the daily newsletter from that moment on. The burden of
proof — that consent was indeed obtained in a correct and explicit manner — lies with the
data controller.
"(As an) informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject's agreement to the
processing of personal data ." For consent to be informed, the identity of the controller and
the processing purposes should be provided. This requires use of plain language when
providing the information the consent is based on.
Finally, the burden of proof that consent was obtained lies with the data controller. Thus,
proper consent management includes not only administration (logging) of the consent itself,
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but also the conditions under which it was provided

Gartner step 6:
6. What should I include in my privacy notice?
Revision of a privacy notice is necessary, but can only be done properly after completion of a
privacy impact assessment (PIA). The result of a PIA provides clear and transparent insight
into the actual data processing activities and provides the organization with the privacy
policy basis. A good privacy statement, or notice, is written in easy-to-understand language,
and is short (or layered according to the following different subsections). It contains the
following items:
An introduction of the data controller ("who we are")

An explanation of the personal data that is processed
A description of the purposes for which that personal data is processed

An explanation for the duration of the retention periods applicable
A description of data processors that are involved on behalf of the data controller
An indication of who to contact ("contact us") in case of a complaint, a question, or when a
data subject wishes to exercise his or her rights
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Gartner step 7:
7. What is a data protection officer (DPO) and do I have to appoint one?
The role of the DPO is not a new one, but under GDPR is now formalized. The DPO not
only looks after protection of the data, but also is usually tasked with developing and
implementing the organization's privacy policies and processes. Representing the regulatory
authority internally, so to speak, the DPO assists organizations in complying with their legal
obligations. Aside from the security aspect, the DPO also addresses principles such as
openness, fairness and transparency about personal data.
GDPR mandates may require you to appoint a DPO, for example, if you are a public body;
other organizations may have to as well. The GDPR dictates the necessity of a DPO where
"regular and systematic monitoring of individuals on a large scale" takes place, or when the
core activities include large-scale processing of (sensitive) personal data.
Gartner advises organizations to appoint a DPO where you can. The multidisciplinary team
responsible for adequate privacy protection simply needs a multi-skilled expert to lead it. .
This team includes business process owners, legal, audit, risk, HR and security professionals.
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Gartner step 8:
8. We operate in multiple member states; do we have to contact all the 28 data
protection authorities?
Fortunately, no. The European Union currently has 28 member states and each has its own
data protection authority (DPA). Each DPA focuses on protecting its own citizen's privacy
rights. It may be necessary to contact a DPA, for instance, when a data breach potentially
affects citizens of that particular member state. Should the breach pertain to individuals in all
28 member states, in the worst-case scenario, an organization would theoretically face
required notification to all DPAs.
The regulatory authority in the member state where your organization's primary
establishment sits will function as a lead authority, the "one-stop shop." Acting as a single
point of contact, the other authorities are informed through the lead authority. Organizations
not established in the EU should appoint, in turn, a representative allowing a similar one-stop
shop entry for the regulatory authorities.
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Gartner step 9:
9. Will we be fined for a data breach?
Not necessarily. Barring the absence of any processing activity, 100% security does not exist.
Organizations should assume a data breach will happen. They are responsible, however, for
the application of sufficient preventative, detective and other countermeasures. Though
experiencing a data breach in itself is not sanctionable, it is the ultimate moment to
demonstrate sufficient control over personal data.
A data breach (or "every unintended loss of [control over] personal data") must be
communicated to the regulatory authority within 72 hours of detection. When the breach has
a potential impact on the subjects, the organization should notify those individuals as well. A
subsequent investigation, or even the lack of notification, may reveal noncompliance, which
in turn can be reason for regulatory action.
Security and risk management leaders should have a (frequently tested) data breach response
playbook ready for dealing with data breaches. Necessary capabilities for both before and
after a breach include continuous risk assessment, adequate security control application,
detection controls, and (timely) response procedures.
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Gartner step 10:
10. Who can help to protect our data per the GDPR?
There's no privacy vendor that can do it all for you. To determine the organization's needs, SRM and
business leaders should look at what functions they must perform for GDPR compliance compared
against practices and security controls that may already be in place. If they can't perform required
functions, they should consider provisioning a third-party service.
There are privacy management tools, such as integrated risk management, and consent and cookie
management tooling. Then there are privacy control tools, which include data life cycle management
and pseudonymization tools such as tokenization or masking. Finally, there are security solutions in all
existing forms. Gartner is seeing a heightened interest in markets where various features are combined,
such as cloud access security broker (CASB), data-centric audit and protection (DCAP) and data loss
prevention (DLP). Adequate, demonstrable privacy protection requires a combination of these types of
tools. Organizations may be tempted to focus immediately on enhancing security only, but that is
seldom the correct approach.
The bottom line is that all security controls must be applied on the basis of demonstrated, assessed risk.
A continuous risk assessment, as well as planning and prioritizing security improvement, are just as
important as selecting the appropriate security controls for the current operation. GDPR requires
adequate security, which, in the long run, may vary following the changing context of technology
evolution and privacy risk
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Gartner Additional questions / points”
Should I move my data centers to Europe, and what about cross-border data transfers?
Not necessarily. There are indeed restrictions as to where personal data is allowed to be. There are,
however, also mechanisms available to have data transferred to and from the EU. A transatlantic
agreement called Privacy Shield (formerly Safe Harbor) exists to address cross-border transfers between
companies in the EU and the United States.
Does encrypting everything exempt me from having to comply? No. Encrypted data usually leads to
pseudonymization rather than truly anonymous data. A data breach involving encrypted information
should still be monitored, because reidentification and decryption are still a risk.
How does cloud technology relate to the GDPR? A data controller is responsible for the conduct of any
of its data processors. Noncompliance with regard to GDPR on the vendor side reflects on the
compliance of the end-user organization. Moving to the cloud may add to the security aspects of the
processing activity, but could also lead to residency concerns. If the risk appetite of the end-user
organization requires additional controls, a CASB service may be helpful.
Are mobile devices covered by the GDPR? Yes, as is every technology used for the processing of
personal data. Though these devices are used to process personal data, the risk is twofold since they also
process information on the user. Data breaches occur when mobile devices are lost, resulting in
unintended loss of control over data processed. Enterprise mobile management (EMM)/DLP/mobile
device management (MDM) and similar technology should only be in scope depending on the risks
assessed to increase compliance with GDPR requirements for "adequate security." be considered valid.
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GDPR: Recommended Project Tasks
1-- Implement Encryption and Data Masking Policies, Procedures, and Methods
2-- Implement Right to Erasure Policies, Procedures, and Capabilities
3-- Implement Right to Data Portability Policies, Procedures, and Capabilities
4-- Implement System-Specific Assessment Program
5-- Develop a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) Methodology
6-- Establish Protection by Design and Default Mechanisms
7-- Appoint and Implement Data Protection Officer Function
8-- Establish Designation of Representative
9-- Enhance Breach Notification Process
10-- Enhance and Maintain Records of All Processing Activities
11-- Enhance Processor and Sub-Processor Management Procedures
12-- Enhance Data Subject Rights
13-- Enhance Conditions for Consent Policies and Procedures
14-- Enhance Privacy Notices
15-- Enhance Data Minimization Procedures
Yes, yet another view
16-- Enhance Data Retention Policies and Procedures
of suggested tasks
(ensures completeness)
17-- Enhance Privacy Training
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GDPR: Typical Project artifacts
Project charter, starting with an outline, then socialize
This becomes your ‘strawman’ artifact to bring in stakeholders

Project plan, starting with a template (provided!), then iterate, develop key
objectives. Includes a communication plan that facilitates the socialization
of the details of the roadmap activities through implementation workshops
Formal, resourced company-wide project – derived from the: business specific
initiatives, decision-making methods with business, IT, privacy, and legal parties.
• Policies and processes (numerous - see draft project plan for list)
• Data security posture – conduct a risk assessment, establish gaps – include
Protection by Design and Default Mechanisms
• Data mapping: eDiscovery, data classification, storage locations, etc
• Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) Methodology
• Establish (update) Data Protection Officer Function (outsource?)
• Update incident response plan, update data breach notification process
• Develop / update organizational training on privacy and GDPR rules
• Data stewardship and protection plans – for each business unit
• Communication plan – provides the methods, times, ‘drumbeat’ etc
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GDPR key action steps (recap - from the article provided)
Based on researching numerous sources for GDPR compliance, we propose :
•

Assess the need for a DPO, assign a privacy liaison at a minimum, and develop a
compliance project plan.
• Conduct a data audit: what data do you process, then develop a data map (where is it?),
and start a risk register to manage them from the start.
• Assess the privacy notices required and associated policies – start with your website notice
and draft / update key policies: data protection, retention and breach incident as a
minimum.
Then (in parallel):
• Update your risk assessment (e.g., Security of processing article 32) – take a holistic
approach to your overall security posture (people, policy, process and product (technology)
using a common framework (NIST CSF, SOC2, ISO27001, COBIT, etc.).
• Implement GDPR education and training– for both employees’ overall and data processors.
• Identify your data processors, internal and external, and conduct third party assessments.
• Update your Data Breach Incident Response plan, provide contingencies, standard
communiqués.
• Review how you ask for consent (if needed), update that process, be specific & auditable.
• While Privacy Impact Assessments (PIA) are not frequent, develop a PIA and process.
AND also: Understand the ‘individual rights’ requirements; asses your subject access requests
(SAR) process; and establish your ‘lawful basis’ - which drives other tasks.
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GDPR Project plan (an overview – see sample plan for details)
There are MANY ways to plan for GDPR, we offer a more pragmatic approach,
with a focus on improving your security posture to get to the end goal.
(These 13 steps AND the EU ICO’s 12 steps are in our project plan template)

1. Use an information security framework.
2. Identify personal data, including “special” data.
3. Include unknown assets and shadow IT in your search scope.
4. Determine if your processing is considered “high risk.”
5. Conduct a data protection impact assessment (DPIA).
6. Perform and document risk mitigation actions.
7. Review your use of encryption and plan for Pseudonymization..
8. Add “resilience” to your CIA triad.
9. Review your Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery plan.
10. Review your incident response plan.
11. Invest in security certifications or attestations.
12. Be ready for the “right to be forgotten.
13. Engage your attorneys. AND update your cyber insurance policy
http://static.tenable.com/whitepapers/Thirteen_Essential_Steps_to_Meeting_GDPR_Security_Challenges_WP.pdf
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GDPR Project plan – high level background
The definition of “personal data” has expanded. In the U.S., definitions of
personally identifiable information (PII) vary among jurisdictions and, at the federal
level, among agencies. The National Institute for Standards and
Technology (NIST), for example, is relatively prescriptive in its definition of PII:
Any information about an individual maintained by an agency, including
(1) any information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s identity,
such as name, social security number, date and place of birth, mother’s maiden
name, or biometric records; and
(2) any other information that is linked or linkable to an individual, such as medical,
educational, financial, and employment information.
The Regulation defines personal data in a similar but expanded way by including a
person’s “identity” in other contexts: 'personal data' means any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject');
an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in
particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number,
location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical,
physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that person.
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GDPR Project plan – high level background
The Depth of the phrase “technical and organizational [security] measures.” The Regulation
requires data “controllers” (the entities that have the last word on how the data is used) to
“implement appropriate technical and organizational measures” to protect personal data.
In fact, the Regulation uses this phrase 21 times. In doing so, the Regulation cites as examples
the rather amorphous “ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and
resilience of systems” and the more specific “encryption” and the “ability to restore the
availability and access to data in a timely manner in the event of a physical or technical
incident.” In essence, the Regulation is asking controllers to employ information security
frameworks.
Where the Regulation will come as a surprise to those professionals is the recommendation (if
not outright requirement) to use “Pseudonymization” which might be better known as
“tokenization” or “aliasing.” The Regulation cites Pseudonymization 15 times, and what is
striking here is that it represents a control that is likely new to the vast majority of
professionals, almost certainly to those outside of the payment card industry, where
tokenization has some currency. This requirement will require a substantial amount of work
(mostly on the part of third party service providers) to re-engineer IT architecture and
processes; and other requirements (e.g., data protection by design and by default).
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GDPR Project plan – step 1
1. Use an information security framework.
Article 32 of the Regulation mandates that controllers and processors
“implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure a level of
security appropriate to the risk.” Information security frameworks represent a
collection of best practices accumulated by professionals across industries over time
and, as such, offer ideal starting points for developing appropriate measures.
Frameworks such as the NIST Cybersecurity Framework (2014)6 and ISO/IEC
270017 /270028 offer accepted industry standards for data protection. While the EU
does not prescribe a particular framework, a company’s adherence to the standards
set out in any of these frameworks will make demonstrating compliance with
Article 32 much more likely in the event of a breach.
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GDPR Project plan – step 2
2. Identify personal data, including “special” data.
Given the Regulation’s expansive definition of personal data, just about any type of
monitoring of IT systems, network-attached devices, or mobile devices is going to
implicate personal data. So-called “special” data presents another challenge: the
Regulation defines it very broadly as well and includes genetic or biometric data
and personal health information. Because biometric data is considered “special”
data and is implicated in logical and facility access controls, professionals will
likely find that their own information security systems contain special data.
They may be surprised to learn that special data also includes:
• Data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical
beliefs, or trade-union membership; and
• Data concerning a person's sex life or sexual orientation

One recommended approach to address this is “data discovery” which involves
using both active system scanning and passive network monitoring to locate
unencrypted sensitive data in an enterprise information ecosystem. From there,
discovery team members can determine whether to remove the data or apply
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controls.

GDPR Project plan – step 3
3. Include unknown assets and shadow IT in your search scope.
Two phenomena – unknown assets and shadow IT – have the potential to invite
intense scrutiny by supervisory authorities in the event of a breach or misuse of
personal data. Employees or contractors storing, without authorization, the personal
data of others on mobile devices or with cloud service providers create tremendous
exposure to malicious actors; those assets or services do not have the benefit of the
enterprise’s information security program, may have unpatched vulnerabilities, or
be simply unfit for storing such data.
Once compromised, supervisory authorities will ask why the company didn’t have a
program to combat such phenomena. Moreover, U.S. regulatory authorities may get
involved, as they did in the Google Street View case.
Unstructured data will account for around 80% of your data portfolio. This is where
data mapping (work flows, etc) is both crucial and complex. So where is that data?
Is it protected, monitored? (hint – likely not!). This will be on of your most
challenging tasks and most probably the source of your data / privacy breach.
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GDPR Project plan – step 4
4. Determine if your processing is considered “high risk.”
Recital 89 of the Regulation suggests that “high risk” processing operations of
personal data may be those “which in, particular, involve using new technologies,
or are of a new kind and where no data protection impact assessment has been
carried out before by the controller, or where they become necessary in the light of
the time that has elapsed since the initial processing.”
In other words, the opportunities for high-risk processing appear throughout the
enterprise. In fact, it may be preferable to presume that existing or planned
processing is indeed high risk and proceed from there.
Develop and invoke a project security plan for all major projects. Assess the “C-IA” elements based on the sensitivity of the data. Culminate the technical
assessment therein with a residual risk assessment with mitigation
recommendations.
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GDPR Project plan – step 5
5. Conduct a data protection impact assessment (DPIA).
U.S. federal law requires that all federal agencies perform a privacy impact
assessment (PIA) before initiating a new collection of personal data and before
developing or procuring IT to collect, maintain, or disseminate it. Canada has its
own requirement for PIAs and in the United Kingdom, while not mandatory, PIAs
are commonplace.
The Regulation analog to this, the Article 35 data protection impact assessment (or
DPIA), similarly requires that an assessment be conducted “[w]here a type of
processing in particular using new technologies” is likely to result in a high risk to
individuals. Information security leaders who are using the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework can apply the categories in its Identify function to support the DPIA
process. Similarly, information security leaders who are using ISO/IEC 27002 can
apply its Information Classification and its Security in Development and Support
Processes to support the DPIA process.
Develop a DPIA approach with an organizational template to facilitate this activity
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GDPR Project plan – step 6
6. Perform and document risk mitigation actions.
An organization’s ability to mitigate risk in connection with the processing of
personal data and document that mitigation is crucial in several contexts. Recital 83
requires that controllers and processors evaluate the risks inherent in the processing
and then implement risk mitigation measures. In the event that processing is
considered “high risk,” the Regulation requires controllers to consult with
supervisory authorities when they’re unable to sufficiently mitigate those risks
(Recs. 84 and 90).
In the event of a data breach, the controller will likewise need to document the
mitigation actions it has taken in response (Art. 33(3)(d)), engage with the
supervisory authority (Art. 36), and further demonstrate the effectiveness of those
actions in light of a proposed administrative penalty (Art. 83(2)(c)). Processors will
likewise have to document risk mitigation as part of their technical and
organizational measures (Art. 28(1)) and damage mitigation in the event of a breach
(Art. 83(2)(c)).
Establish and enterprise risk management approach, with risk management plan, all
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integrated and managed with a ‘risk register.”

GDPR Project plan – step 7
7. Review your use of encryption and plan for Pseudonymization.

The Regulation cites use of encryption as an exception to the requirement that
controllers notify data subjects in the event of a personal data breach, assuming
that the personal data in question was effectively encrypted (Art. 34(3)(a)). It also
cites encryption as one “technical and organizational” security measure (Art.
32(1)(a)). However, Pseudonymization plays a larger and overall substantial role
throughout the Regulation.
Notably, it is cited in the context of processing data for purposes not previously
consented to by the data subject (Art. 6(4)(e)), as a “technical and organizational”
security measure (Art. 32(1)(a)), as part of an industry Code of Conduct (Art.
40(2)(d)), and in the event of processing personal data “for archiving purposes in
the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical
purposes[.]” (Art. 89(1)).
While the rationale for such a prominent role for Pseudonymization under the
Regulation is unclear, professionals should begin investigating how to incorporate
into their overall security program and budget accordingly.
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GDPR Project plan – step 8
8. Add “resilience” to your CIA triad.

Article 32 of the Regulation requires that controllers and processors implement
security measures that include the “ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality,
integrity, availability and resilience of processing systems and services.” While the
first three components are well known to professionals as the “CIA triad,” the
fourth one – resilience – is relatively new. Regulation does not define the term (in
fact, it only appears once); however, one scholarly analysis stated that it seems
likely that redundancy is key—that is, that the failure of any discrete component
should not cause systemic failure.
In addition, the ways in which information is stored, accessed, modified, and
transferred will all need to be carefully crafted so that a single failure or
manipulation does not cause downstream consequences that are detrimental to the
system as a whole or that allow for exploitation/modification of information.
The concept of resiliency is explicitly addressed by the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework which states, “The Framework enables organizations – regardless of
size, degree of cybersecurity risk, or cybersecurity sophistication – to apply the
principles and best practices of risk management to improving the security and
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resilience of critical infrastructure.”

GDPR Project plan – step 9
9. Review your Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery plan.

Article 32(1)(c) requires, as a security measure, “the ability to restore the
availability and access to personal data in a timely manner in the event of a physical
or technical incident[.]”
Professionals should review both their own business continuity and disaster
recovery plans as well as the uptime commitments in vendor service level
agreements to determine if changes need to be made in light of the Regulation.
Organizations using the NIST Cybersecurity Framework can apply guidance in its
Recover function. Likewise, organizations using ISO/IEC 27002 can apply its
Information Security Aspects of Business Continuity Management.
It’s not enough to have BC and DR plans, you must test / exercise them as well.
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GDPR Project plan – step 10
10. Review your incident response plan.

In the event of a data breach, a controller must be able to report to the relevant
supervisory authorities “without undue delay” and where feasible, within 72 hours
of becoming aware of the breach (Art. 33(1)). In the event of a “high risk” event,
the controller must notify data subjects “without undue delay” (Art. 34(1)). A
processor must be able to notify the controller “without undue delay” (Art. 33(2)).
Notifications from the controller must contain the following:
• The nature and details of the breach;
• Contact information for the data protection officer;
• The likely consequences of the breach; and
• What measures have been taken (or are proposed) to address the breach, including
efforts to mitigate adverse effects.
The near ubiquity of data breach notification laws in the U.S of means that breach
notification procedures are likely already an element of your incident response plan.
Organizations using the NIST Cybersecurity Framework can apply guidance in its
Respond function. Likewise, organizations using ISO/IEC 27002 can apply its
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Information Security Incident Management.

GDPR Project plan – step 11
11. Invest in security certifications or attestations.

Article 42 of the Regulation introduces the idea of “the establishment of data
protection certification mechanisms and of data protection seals and marks, for the
purpose of demonstrating compliance with this Regulation of processing operations
by controllers and processors.” EU certification bodies will now begin work on an
EU-wide seal/mark that incorporates the requirements of the Regulation—the
European Data Protection Seal.
However, there is neither a published timetable for the development and release of
the certification mechanism, nor is there an indication of its requirements. The
certification process may resemble current certification or attestation processes
such as ISO/IEC 27001 or SOC2 and, as a consequence, companies should be able
to leverage their existing certifications or attestations.
If your company is considering making such an investment, the Regulation is just
another reason to move forward. (what about the “Privacy Shield Certification?)
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GDPR Project plan – step 12
12. Be ready for the “right to be forgotten.”

Under current EU law, data subjects have the right to access personal data that a
controller has about them and, if the processing is not in compliance with the law,
to have that data rectified, erased or blocked. Under Article 16 of the Regulation,
the data subject also has the right of rectification and, under Article 17, to have
personal data erased simply because it is no longer necessary for the controller to
have it—the so-called “right to be forgotten.”
This section of the Regulation embodies the result of litigation between the Spanish
data protection authority and Google, whereby Google was required to eliminate
links that referenced a Spanish data subject’s financial difficulties that were
resolved some years before. The decision was important because it stood for the
proposition that both non-EU entities and search engines were subject to EU
jurisdiction. Given how often enterprise data is simply archived rather than deleted
and the sheer volume of such data, removing irrelevant person data on request is
going to be a big challenge. Server and device logging, which can capture a
substantial amount of personal data by itself, will likely be a target for erasure
requests.
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GDPR Project plan – step 13
13. Engage your attorneys.

The Regulation represents a sea change in how the personal data of EU data
subjects is governed throughout the data’s life cycle, and meeting the mandates of
the Regulation will require help from your attorneys, whether inside or outside your
company.
Some operations, such as transferring the personal data of EU data subjects to the
U.S., are especially contentious, and necessitate close cooperation between
information security and legal team members. While network and information
security is considered under the Regulation a “legitimate” basis for processing
personal data, expect requests from EU data subjects or their works council
representatives to justify specific processing actions. AND update your cyber
insurance policy!
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Summary
While the deadline has passed…
---the most at risk will be those who have data breaches
As full enforcement may take years,
“ OR”
Tomorrow you get one “SAR” from an individual with a grudge..

Get started NOW…..
Initiate a project and team, draft an action plan – use our template!
Critical steps
1 – Assign a DPO or equivalent data responsible lead,
2 – Start training and education – identify key stakeholders
3 – Update your web privacy notice and send notices to major clients
4 – Conduct a data assessment / mapping - where is your data?
5 – Develop your compliance plan, get leadership buy in / resources
Etc……
Use the provided template – cut and paste your info = actionable plan
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GDPR Workshop
The EU’s GDPR Basics.
Why You Need to Care and
What to Prepare For.

GDPR technical controls, a data security foundation.
Mike Davis
Chief Information Security Officer

Harvey Nusz

ElectEngr/MSEE, CISSP, CISO, & SysEngr; MA Mgmt

GDPR, Privacy and Security/Compliance Consultant
CISA, CRISC, CISSP, CIPM

Mike.Davis.SD@gmail.com

privacyshieldgdpr@gmail.com

If GDPR could be distilled down into a single phrase, it would be: “Don’t get
breached,” perhaps followed by, “If you do, it’s going to cost you a lot of money.”

Prelude
(Key tenets up front)

• The GDPR is still all about RISK & value – so PLAN NOW!
– Use a holistic risk based security strategy (RBSS)

• IT and Data Security need to set the privacy foundation
– Less than 20% of the requirements, they support the other 80%

• Effective security environment, sets a privacy foundation.
– Security basics / cyber hygiene, encryption, DLP/DRM, IAM & SIEM

• Data security centric approach; as the essence of privacy
– Focusing on data controls, which are tailored for privacy protection

Quit admiring the “Privacy problem (threat / risk)”
and start DOING something – a tailored RBSS

Which of the GDPR requirements will pose the
greatest challenge to your organization?

(Recap)

Right to be forgotten (RTBF)/right to erasure
Data protection by design and by default

Defining what "state of the art" means for our…

WHERE is your data?

Encryption and/or pseudonymization of data
Data breach notification within 72 hours

Data minimization principle (collecting only the least…
Defining data use cases and managing consent
To service a person's data access request
Data transfers to countries outside of the EU

ALL the GDPR requirements
require an underlying
technical controls basis.

Data portability (the need to provide data in machine-…
Appointing a data protection officer
0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Source https://itb.dk/sites/default/files/IDC%20analyse.pptx :
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Key Technologies and Best Practices for GDPR Success
Top most challenging requirements:
• Data Encryption / Pseudonymization (55%)
• Data Breach Notification Within 72 Hours (53%)
• Data Protection By Design And Default (50%)
• Data Portability (50%)
• Defining “State Of The Art” (47%)

(Recap)

Top most challenging compliance actions:
• Understand Areas Affected And Requirements (59%)
• Data Classification (54%)
• Data Loss Prevention ((53%)
ALL the GDPR requirements
• Employee Education (51%)
require an underlying
technical controls basis.
• Anonymize Privacy Data (50%)
http://docs.media.bitpipe.com/io_13x/io_138019/item_1547371/idc-key-technologies-and-bet-practices-for-gdpr-success.pdf
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Technical Controls – protecting the data
WHAT IS PERSONAL DATA?
The scope of the GDPR is “personal data”, which is defined in Article 4 as
“any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ...
who can be identified, directly or indirectly ... by reference to an identifier.”
Identifiers listed in Article 4 include name, identification number, location
data, and other identifying factors, such as physical, mental, and cultural,
among others. While that represents a broad scope of personal data, not all
data collected or processed by an organization is personal in nature..
SPECIAL CONDITIONS WHEN PROCESSING SPECIAL CATEGORIES
The GDPR has elevated protection for special categories of personal data.
Article 9(1) states the general prohibition as such: “Processing of personal
data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing of
genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural
person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person's sex
life or sexual orientation shall be prohibited.”

Personal data is much more than ‘just’ PII!
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Technical Controls – key articles
As part of GDPR requirements, one of the requirements states that the
data should be protected in a secure manner. Articles 25, 32, 34 & 35
are related to security controls to be implemented in order to comply:
Article 25: Data protection by design and by default
Article 32: Security of Processing
Article 33: Notification of a personal data breach to the supervisory
authority
Article 34: Communication of a personal data breach to the data subject
Note - There are other important controls within the GDPR requirements such as
performing data protection impact assessment, appointing the data protection
officer however they are not directly related to the security controls that we cover.
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GDPR – Article 25
“Data protection by design and by default“
1. Taking into account the state of the art, the cost of implementation and the nature, scope,
context and purposes of processing as well as the risks of varying likelihood and severity for
rights and freedoms of natural persons posed by the processing, the controller shall, both at
the time of the determination of the means for processing and at the time of the processing
itself, implement appropriate technical and organizational measures, such as
pseudonymisation, which are designed to implement data-protection principles, such as data
minimization, in an effective manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the
processing to meet the requirements of this Regulation and protect the rights of data
subjects.

2. The controller shall implement appropriate technical and organizational measures for
ensuring that, by default, only personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose of
the processing are processed. That obligation applies to the amount of personal data
collected, the extent of their processing, the period of their storage and their accessibility. In
particular, such measures shall ensure that by default personal data are not made accessible
without the individual's intervention to an indefinite number of persons.
3. An approved certification mechanism pursuant to Article 42 may be used as an element to
demonstrate compliance with the requirements set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article
https://blog.varonis.com/eu-gdpr-spotlight-protection-by-design-and-default/
https://gdpr-info.eu/

Checklist of activities for #25
•
Perform current state risk assessment of the security
controls in place and identify the gaps between current and
mandated requirements.
•
Assign the DPO (if required) or a privacy manager.
•
Assign the required budget and resources to implement
the security controls.
•
Map and align with the best practices mandated control
requirements. (e.g., NIST, ISO, COSO, etc)
•
Review and update data protection and privacy
management procedures including data handling.
•
Develop Security, Data protection, and privacy
awareness education program.
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GDPR – Article 32
“Security of Processing“
1. Taking into account the state of the art, the costs of implementation and the nature, scope, context and
purposes of processing as well as the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of
natural persons, the controller and the processor shall implement appropriate technical and measures to
ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk, including inter alia as appropriate:
(a) the pseudonymisation and encryption of personal data;
(b) the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of processing systems and
services;
(c) the ability to restore the availability and access to personal data in a timely manner in the event of a physical or
technical incident;
(d) a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of technical and organizational measures
for ensuring the security of the processing.

2. In assessing the appropriate level of security account shall be taken in particular of the risks that are
presented by processing, in particular from accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration,
unauthorized disclosure of, or access to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed.

3. Adherence to an approved code of conduct as referred to in Article 40 or an approved certification
mechanism as referred to in Article 42 may be used as an element by which to demonstrate compliance
with the requirements set out in paragraph 1 of this Article.
4. The controller and processor shall take steps to ensure that any natural person acting under the
authority of the controller or the processor who has access to personal data does not process them
except on instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by Union or Member State law.
http://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/article-32-security-of-processing-GDPR.htm
https://www.imperva.com/data-security/regulation-glossary/gdpr/gdpr-article-32/

Checklist of activities for #32
• pseudonymisation and encryption of personal data;
• ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity,
availability, and resilience of processing systems and
services;
• ability to restore the availability and access to personal data
in a timely manner in the event of a physical or technical
incident;
• process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the
effectiveness of technical and organizational measures for
ensuring the security of the processing.
• assessing the appropriate level of security taken in
particular of the risks that are presented by processing.
• Adherence to an approved code of conduct as referred to in
Article 40 as an element to demonstrate compliance
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Technical Controls – selection criteria
Article 32 gives Data Controllers flexibility in determining which additional technical
measures best ensure data security. However, when selecting a measure, the Data
Controller must document an evaluation of the measure along four criteria:
• State of the Art: An evaluation of the latest and most advanced data security and
privacy enhancement tools available. For example, some newer technologies are
behavior analytics that profile normal behavior patterns and trigger alerts when a
divergence occurs, privileged user monitoring that checks user activities and blocks
access to data if necessary, and Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) that encrypts
data employing the existing database format.
• Processing Profile: An evaluation of the nature, scope, context, and purposes of
the data processing.
• Risk Profile: An evaluation of the likelihood and severity of risks to the rights and
freedoms of natural person when processing personal data. Risks include
“accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or
access to personal data transmitted, stored, or otherwise processes.” Conducting a
risk assessment is best done with a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA), as specified
in Article 35 of the GPDR.
• Cost: An evaluation of the cost of implementation relative to the risk profile.
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Technical Controls - Compliance Methods
• Change management: Monitors, logs, and reports on data structure changes.
Shows compliance auditors that changes to the database can be traced to accepted
change tickets.
• Data discovery and classification: Discovers and provides visibility into the
location, volume, and context of data on premises, in the cloud, and in legacy
databases. Classifies the discovered data according to its personal information data
type (credit card number, email address, medical records, etc.) and its security risk
level.
• Data loss prevention: Monitors and protects data in motion on networks, at rest
in data storage, or in use on endpoint devices. Blocks attacks, privilege abuse,
unauthorized access, malicious web requests, and unusual activity to prevent data
theft.
• Data masking: Anonymizes data via encryption/hashing, generalization,
perturbation, etc. Pseudonymizes data by replacing sensitive data with realistic
fictional data that maintains operational and statistical accuracy.
• Data protection: Ensures data integrity and confidentiality through change control
reconciliation, data-across-borders controls, query whitelisting, etc.
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Technical Controls - Compliance Methods
• Ethical walls: Maintains strict separation between business groups to comply with
M&A requirements, government clearance, etc.
• Privileged user monitoring: Monitors privileged user database access and
activities. Blocks access or activity, if necessary.

• Secure audit trail archiving: Secures the audit trail from tampering, modification,
or deletion, and provides forensic visibility.
• Sensitive data access auditing: Monitors access to and changes of data
protected by law, compliance regulations, and contractual agreements. Triggers
alarms for unauthorized access or changes. Creates an audit trail for forensics.
• User rights management: Identifies excessive, inappropriate, and unused
privileges.
• User tracking: Maps the web application end user to the shared
application/database user to the final data accessed.
• VIP data privacy: Maintains strict access control on highly sensitive data,
including data stored in multi-tier enterprise applications such as SAP and
PeopleSoft
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Technical Controls – demonstrate compliance
Article 24 sets the general obligations for a data controller ("the controller
shall implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to
ensure and to be able to demonstrate that processing is performed in
accordance with this Regulation.
Article 28 for data processors (who must "implement appropriate technical
and organizational measures in such a manner that processing will meet
the requirements of this Regulation and ensure the protection of the rights
of the data subject").
Any measures implemented in line with the GDPR may reduce the severity
of any fine levied for non-compliance. For example, supervisory authorities
are required to take into account the organizational and technological
measures that have been implemented (Article 83(2)(d)), and adherence to
"codes of conduct" or "approved certification mechanism" (Article 83(2)(j)).
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Technologies Required For GDPR
With the clear majority of personal data being captured, stored,
structured, organized and processed in digital forms across
today's digital landscape, compliance with the GDPR is going
to require appropriate technological responses.
To do otherwise would be out of step with the requirements of
the GDPR that specifically call out the need for technological
answers.
Complying with the GDPR requires a complementary mix of
both organizational and technological controls..
In reviewing the data security and privacy protection
requirements of the GDPR, the following categories of
technologies (16) need to be accommodated for every
organization controlling or processing data on EU residents.
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Modern Applications For Collecting, Storing,
And Processing Personal Data
Organizations need to select up-to-date and modern applications to govern
the processes of collecting, storing, and processing personal data about EU
residents.
The rights that EU residents newly have under the GDPR - such as the
right to access, the right to rectify, the right to erasure, and the right to the
restriction of processing, among others - requires an exceedingly wellgoverned data management environment that handles both the big picture
requirements of GDPR as well as the specific rights across all instances of
personal data.
Organizations will need to track consent requests and approvals for many
different actions, and tie that consent to the specific personal data collected
or updated for that purpose. Organizations must retain records of
processing activities, transfer activities, and access or disclosure activities
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Data Portability
Data subjects have the right to request an export of their data
in a usable format that can be given to another vendor or
service provider to import into its service. Data subjects can
request that organizations provide this data to them directly or
transfer it to the new vendor.
Current data schemas and storage methods need to be
examined to ensure an export is feasible, economical, and
timely, and products and services to facilitate the portability
requirement should be explored for implementation. Enabling
customers to perform their own export of personal data
through a secure, self-service web interface is a good way of
balancing access and economics.
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Data Discovery, Cataloguing And Classifying
Implementing appropriate organizational and technological safeguards on
all master production systems that contain personal and sensitive personal
data is essential. But it is not enough. Sufficient controls are required for:
• Copies of production databases containing personal data taken for
testing, development, or analytics purposes. Leaving these unprotected or
unsecured will place the organization out of compliance with GDPR.
• Spreadsheets and other data sources populated by exporting customer
contact and profiling details for a mail merge. Storing this information in a
local folder that is synchronized to a cloud storage service like Box,
Dropbox, or OneDrive for Business is likely to compromise GDPR
mandates.
• Email archives, whether stored on-premises, in cold storage or in the
cloud. These are likely to contain personal data that must be protected
under the GDPR.
In light of the massive volumes of data that exist in unstructured forms
across the organization (typically 80%), a technological response to identify,
catalogue, and classify all such data sources is an essential step.
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Data Loss Protection
Data Loss/Leakage Protection (DLP) capabilities will be
required to aid in the prevention of inadvertent data breaches,
by blocking outgoing email, other messages and file
movements that contain personal data that has not been
protected by appropriate safeguards, e.g., data encryption.
In some situations encryption can be automatically applied to
personal data when it is classified or identified in an email
message or document attachment, while in other situations it
would make more sense to quarantine the message to enable
an organizational response.
Along with DLP, some type of digital rights management
(DRM) may also be needed.
An initial activity is mapping the end-to-end critical data flows;
whereas DLP (& DRM) must be used in key data control steps.
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Data Encryption
Encryption is one of the few specific technologies called out in the text of
the GDPR, and its presence there essentially mandates its use by
organizations. Encryption of data in systems and applications reduces the
potential impacts of a data breach because the data is rendered useless data subjects cannot be identified - without the encryption key.
For complete protection in all use cases, encryption should protect data at
rest and while being used in applications to ensure that if a breach occurs
on any system, the information remains confidential and does not trigger
the GDPR penalties. Some vendors offer the ability to encrypt personal
data within an existing database format, thereby greatly enhancing the level
of data protection while not requiring a re-development of current systems
and applications. This style of encryption of data enables encryption of data
while at rest, in-use or in- motion, because the existing database and
applications can continue to function normally without relying on the use of
data in the clear
NOTE – Consider FDE may not meet strict data encryption requirements
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Email Encryption
Another important use of encryption technology is the encryption of
communications inside and outside the organization, such as via emails.
Email remains the main form of collaboration in enterprises, with the
average user receiving over 100 emails per day and sending 30. These
emails and attachments could represent one of the most vulnerable points
in the journey of data inside and outside a company's network.
Either by the automated trigger of a DLP and/or by user initiation
(classifying or adding classified attachments), sensitive emails must be
protected with email encryption. Email encryption needs to be capable of
protecting both internal and external sensitive messages and all
attachments. Some email encryption solutions can also be used to encrypt
all data flowing into a cloud-office application provider, including files used
in collaboration.
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Data Breach Identification And Blocking
The GDPR requires notification to a supervisory authority within 72 hours of
detecting a data breach, as well as notification to individual data subjects if
there is a high likelihood that the data breach will have adverse effects for
them (for example, because personal or sensitive personal data was
breached).
By implication, therefore, organizations need the ability to proactively sense
that data has been breached, audit the extent of the breach, and create an
appropriate organizational response.
DLP is an example of a specific technology to aid in this area, along with
other relevant technologies, including communications analytics,
penetration testing software and services, threat protection, anti-malware,
and monitoring of how privileged user accounts are accessing personal and
sensitive data sources.
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Pseudonymization
The GDPR explicitly talks about the use of pseudonymization as a means
of protecting personal data. In practice, pseudonymization means
separating data elements that can be used to identify a specific person such as their name or common identification number (e.g., passport
number or Social Security number) - from the data being tracked (e.g., the
book purchased).
It is not a failsafe approach per the data protection requirements of GDPR,
however, because pseudonymized data can be re-identified to a specific
natural person through various organizational and technological means.
Fully anonymized data, on the other hand, is unable to be re-identified to a
specific natural person unless new information is supplied to enable the reidentification process.
One reason that pseudonymized data is not considered a failsafe approach
is that if the lookup source data or encryption keys are compromised
through a data breach, personal and potentially personal sensitive data can
therefore be exposed too. The GDPR still recommends the use of
pseudonymization, but organizations that use products and services to
implement this method are not given an automatic exemption to data
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protection requirements under the Regulation

Endpoint Security & Mobile Device Management
Computing devices need to be protected from loss or theft
through mobile device management capabilities, such as
remote wipe and kill. A lost device could be the weak link in the
data protection chain, leading to a data breach based on
information stored on the device or accessible through still
active user credentials.

Enforcing certain settings in order for a device to connect to
the network at all - such as local encryption, password
complexity, the presence and currency of security software,
and the removal of the local administrator account - will be an
essential part of protecting the organization within the GDPR
framework.
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Perimeter Security
Perimeter security - erecting defenses to keep malicious actors
out - was essential when organizations ran data centers and
other on-premises infrastructure. In the age of multiple cloud
services the "perimeter" is much harder to control, but
technologies that monitor perimeter security should still be one
element of the security defenses maintained by organizations.

Security over the data itself is becoming more important
(hence the essential requirements around data discovery,
classification, and encryption), and perimeter security is less
able to dissuade internal malicious actors, such as a
disgruntled employee, from doing harm from the inside.
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Cloud Storage And Sharing Services
Cloud storage and sharing services have been widely adopted in recent
years, addressing a valid user need for easier access to relevant files and
documents across multiple computing devices. Many of these services offer
extremely large personal storage footprints, and support the
synchronization of files to one or more computing devices.
This could cause a data protection nightmare under GDPR through the
inadvertent sharing of personal data by employees collaborating with others
inside and external to the organization, not to mention the prospect of
malicious disclosure by disgruntled employees or external actors.
Organizations need to ensure they have selected and deployed appropriate
cloud storage and sharing services in the first place, and are actively
blocking or discouraging the use of non-authorized services. Proactive
monitoring of sharing actions should also be in place to minimize the
likelihood of data breaches.
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ANTI-MALWARE
While a successful malware infiltration can render computers unusable - a costly
annoyance and interruption that most organizations will want to avoid - of more
serious concern under GDPR is the potential for malware to harvest credentials for
user and administrator accounts. Harvested credentials can then be used to access
data sources across the organization (both on-premises and in cloud services),
including those containing personal and sensitive personal data.
Preventing a malware infection in the first place requires a multi-faceted
technological response, including anti-malware software and services and
advanced threat protection. Advanced threat protection services need to become
commonplace, in order to deliver capabilities that pre-analyze every click on a URL
to ensure it does not contain a malware payload, and likewise protect against email
attachments being used as an attack vector.
Blocking malware through technological means is essential for any organization
wanting to become GDPR-compliant (specifically to reduce the likelihood of data
breaches, among other implications), and highlighting dangerous or compromised
URLs or attachments helps educate the user population about the security risks
facing the modern organization

NGAV on clients and servers
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Application Security Testing
The GDPR requires that organizations embrace data
protection "by design and by default," which means data
protection considerations should be an always-on approach,
not an afterthought at the tail end of a development job or
selection process. (e.g., DevSecOps / Secure-SDLC)
Approaches that we have explored above - such as data
encryption, classification and pseudonymization - should
therefore become initial discussion and design points.
Likewise, technologies that proactively test for security
vulnerabilities during development and deployment should be
evaluated as a way of operationalizing a data protection by
design mindset and approach.:
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Evaluating Cloud Service Providers
Organizations should look for cloud providers that offer specific
assurances on the requirements of GDPR. For example, cloud
services should be designed to address the access,
rectification, and erasure rights of data subjects. Equally, there
should be jurisdictional assurance that all EU data is kept
solely within the EU, using multiple data centers within the EU
for redundancy and consistent data protection.
Multinational organizations with significant operations outside
of the EU will require an appropriate cloud architecture to meet
differential data protection requirements in its various markets.
Cloud providers that meet GDPR certification standards give
good assurance to customers that the technical side of the law
is addressed appropriately, although this technical readiness
must be met with appropriate organizational measures too.

Stick with FedRAMP approved providers
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Identity And Access Management
Organizations with a myriad of application-specific usernames
and passwords for each employee will find it more difficult to
map and control access management rights and privileges,
and by implication much more difficult to identify non-standard
or questionable behavior.
A cohesive identity and access management system that
seamlessly unifies employee identity across applications is a
foundational requirement for GDPR compliance
MFA is a must – everywhere - the how varies with data
sensitivity and environment. 2FA - SMS not perfect but useful,
better still are tokens (Yubikey, U2F, etc)
Identity is the new perimeter!
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"With Due Regard To The State Of The Art"
One of the challenges facing lawmakers is how to account for future
technological advances that could be used to achieve compliance with
certain provisions, without having to re-issue a legal framework every time
something new comes to market. Within the GDPR, the phrase "with due
regard to the state of the art" is such a future-oriented attempt.
While a few specific technological approaches are mentioned in the text of
the GDPR - such as encryption and pseudonymization - organizations are
given a much broader mandate to ensure the state of the art for data
protection is strongly considered when selecting or designing applications,
services, and products used for processing personal data (Articles 25 and
32).
New state of the art approaches currently coming to market include
behavior analytics, privileged access management and format- preserving
encryption.

Data security measures set the privacy protection foundation
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Minimum technical measures under the GDPR
• Firewalls which are properly configured and using the latest software and
key security features.

• User access control management by, for example, the UAC functionality
in Windows. In order to comply with the law, there should be no one person
in your organization with full access to all files and even your network
administrator should have restricted access..
• Unique passwords of sufficient complexity and periodic expiration on all
devices (including mobile phones) to defend against dictionary and rainbow
table attacks. Consider MFA everywhere, especially for remote access.
• Timely decommissioning and secure wiping (that renders data
unrecoverable – “NSA” approved) of old software and hardware
• Incident / breach response plan, processes and messaging.
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Minimum technical measures under the GDPR
• Real-time protection anti-virus, anti-malware and anti-spyware software
• Encryption of all portable devices ensuring appropriate protection of the
key
• Encryption of personal data in transit by using suitable encryption
solutions. This may include SSL and IPsec VPN connections which are
appropriate for machine-to-machine connections.
• Intrusion detection and prevention systems
• Secure data controls (DLP/DRM) in the cloud and backup
• Monitoring and audit capabilities, preferably continuous
• Secure configuration on all devices (including mobile phones)
• Regular software updates, using patch management software

CIS CSC
1-8
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ISO27001 link to GDPR
ISO 27001 is a framework for information protection. According to GDPR, personal data is
critical information that all organizations need to protect. Of course, there are some EU GDPR
requirements that are not directly covered in ISO 27001, such as supporting the rights of
personal data subjects: the right to be informed, the right to have their data deleted, and data
portability. But, if the implementation of ISO 27001 identifies personal data as an information
security asset, most of the EU GDPR requirements will be covered. ISO 27001 provides the
means to ensure this protection..
Is ISO 27001 enough? (Almost…)
In addition to the adopted technical controls, structured documentation, monitoring, and
continuous improvement, the implementation of ISO 27001 promotes a culture and awareness
of security incidents in organizations. Information security is not only about technology; it’s
also about people and processes. The ISO 27001 standard is an excellent framework for
compliance with the EU GDPR. If the organization has already implemented the standard, it is
at least halfway toward ensuring the protection of personal data and minimizing the risk of a
leak.
The first thing an organization should do is conduct an EU GDPR GAP Analysis to determine
what remains to be done to meet the EU GDPR requirements, and then these requirements
can be easily added through the Information Security Management System (ISMS) that is
already set by ISO 27001.
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ISO27001 link to GDPR – specific areas:
Risk Assessment – Because of the high fines defined in EU GDPR and the major
financial impact on organizations, it is only natural that the risk found during risk
assessment regarding personal data is too high not to be dealt with. On the other side,
one of the new requirements of the EU GDPR is the implementation of Data Protection
Impact Assessments, where companies will have to first analyze the risks to their
privacy, the same as is required by ISO 27001. Of course, while implementing ISO
27001, personal data must be classified as high criticality, but according to the control
A.8.2.1 (Classification of information): “Information should be classified in terms of legal
requirements, value, criticality and sensitivity to unauthorized disclosure or modification.

Compliance – By implementing ISO 27001, because of control A.18.1.1 (Identification
of applicable legislation and contractual requirements), it is mandatory to have a list of
relevant legislative, statutory, regulatory, and contractual requirements. If the
organization needs to be compliant with EU GDPR, this regulation will have to be part of
this list. In any case, even if the organization is not covered by the EU GDPR, control
A.18.1.4 (Privacy and protection of personally identifiable information) of ISO 27001
guides organizations through the implementation of a data policy and protection of
personally identifiable Information.
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ISO27001 link to GDPR – specific areas:
Breach notification – Companies will have to notify data authorities within 72 hours
after a breach of personal data has been discovered. The implementation of ISO 27001
control A.16.1 (Management of information security incidents and improvements) will
ensure “a consistent and effective approach to the management of information security
incidents, including communication on security events.” According to EU GDPR, data
subjects (“The Data Subject is a living individual to whom personal data relates.”) will
also have to be notified, but only if the data poses a “high risk to data subject’s rights
and freedom.” The implementation of incident management, which results in detection
and reporting of personal data incidents, will bring an improvement to the organization
wishing to conform to GDPR.
Asset Management – ISO 27001 control A.8 (Asset Management) leads to inclusion of
personal data as information security assets and allows organizations to understand
what personal data is involved and where to store it, how long, what is its origin, and
who has access, which are all requirements of EU GDPR.
Privacy by Design – The adoption of Privacy by Design, another EU GDPR
requirement, becomes mandatory in the development of products and systems. ISO
27001 control A.14 (System acquisitions, development and maintenance) ensures that
“information security is an integral part of information systems across the entire
lifecycle.”
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ISO27001 link to GDPR – specific areas:
Supplier Relationships – ISO 27001 control A.15.1 (Information security in supplier
relationships) requires the “protection of the organization’s assets that are accessible by
suppliers.” According to GDPR, the organization delegates suppliers’ processing and
storage of personal data; it shall require compliance with the requirements of the
regulation through formal agreements.
Access Control – GDPR requires that access to personal data is controlled. ISO 27001
defines requirements to address access control, how users authenticate, authorizations
are applied and how users are managed through their lifecycle. Protecting data through
access control needs to be done at two levels: End user access, making sure that users
of systems are restricted to accessing only data relevant to their role; and Privileged
access where administrators may have access to the entire application or database.
Encryption of data – GDPR also recommends the protection and encryption of
personal data'. ISO 27001 outlines appropriate controls to protect data that is at risk (as
part of a compliant risk assessment), including encryption as a measure that can be
taken to increase security.
http://www.iso27001security.com/ISO27k_GDPR_mapping_release_1.docx
https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/how-iso-27001-can-help-to-achieve-gdpr-compliance/
https://www.scmagazineuk.com/how-iso-27001-can-help-your-organisation-meet-gdprrequirements/article/712142/
https://www.nqa.com/en-us/resources/blog/august-2017/iso-27001-gdpr-requirements
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Data Security Centric view (key aspects)
Without question the most heavy-lifting of GDPR compliance (from a level of effort
perspective) comes by way of Chapter 3 – Rights of the data subject. These are commonly
referred to by the most well-known article (Article 17) as “the right to be forgotten,” but they
contain far more data subject rights than the right to erasure. These data subject rights are
extensive and include such rights as the right of access by the data subject (Article 15), the
right to rectify incorrect data (Article 16) and the right to data portability (Article 20), among
others. Make no mistake, enabling these data subject rights entails a substantial amount of
work on IT systems and represents a significant amount of effort for many organizations.
Most legacy customer relationship management (CRM), electronic health record (HER),
enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer web portal systems simply were not
designed to support these data subject rights.
Let’s take Article 20, for instance, which requires that data about a data subject be made
available “in a commonly used and machine readable format and have the right to transmit
those data to another controller without hindrance from the controller to which the personal
data have been provided.”

The data centric security architecture (DCSA) approach defines some parameters for
compliance and exceptions. DCSA alone can be a burden for extending existing business
applications to enable compliance… Yet, the long term benefits of DCSA are significant.

https://www.optiv.com/blog/gdpr-part-2-the-six-information-security-pillars
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Taking a Data-Centric View
While there are many necessary controls and activities within an information
security program, the GDPR is, of course, focused around the processing and
movement of personal data. To some information security professionals this may
seem like a familiar approach, and for good reason. The National Association of
Corporate Directors (NACD) has been issuing guidance for some time to
corporate boards encouraging board members to ask both IT and security leaders
to answer key questions around the identification of threats to, and protection of
“the crown jewels.” This data-centric guidance has elevated the information
security conversation to the board room and it should come as no surprise that
information risk professionals are being driven to take a data-centric approach to
achieving GDPR compliance.
Taking a data-centric view of the information security program as it pertains to
GDPR compliance requires us to evaluate the program along the following pillars
1.
Data Governance
2.
Data Classification
3.
Data Discovery
4.
Data Access
5.
Data Handling
6.
Data Protection
Expanded details in backup
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Expanded details in backup

http://www.gartner.com/imagesrv/media-products/pdf/varonis/Varonis-1-2ME5EK5.pdf
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Privacy ‘technical’ due diligence
*** The CIS top 20 security controls (especially the first 5, then 8!)
http://www.sans.org/critical-security-controls/
Inventory and secure configurations for HW & SW (first four), and privileged access
management. Then audit logs, email & browser protections, and anti-malware defenses
https://www.cisecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Privacy-Implications-Guide-for-the-CIS-Critical-Security-Controls01052017-with-acknowledgments-v1.3.pdf

Cyber Security “Due Diligence” = California AG ‘effective CIS 20 implementation’
http://www.hldataprotection.com/2016/03/articles/cybersecurity-data-breaches/reasonable-security-becomes-reasonably-clear/

-NSA top 10 mitigations
http://www.sans.org/security-resources/IAD_top_10_info_assurance_mitigations.pdf
Whitelist, Control privileged accounts, manage secure baseline, use AV & Host IDS, segregate
networks, Software security, etc… we add encryption

-NIST’s “absolutely necessary” Security Protections
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7621/nistir-7621.pdf
Malware protection, connection security, firewalls, patch software, backup, access controls on
users / admins, employee education, etc.

--- Do the security basics exceedingly well
https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/ (basic security controls)
THE ‘block and tackle”– security hygiene (patching) and enforced access controls (CIS 1 – 6)

Collectively, these are OUR data security / privacy ‘best practices’

Summary
• The GDPR is still all about RISK & value – so PLAN NOW!
– Use a holistic risk based security strategy (RBSS)

• IT and Data Security need to set the privacy foundation
– Less than 20% of the requirements, they support the other 80%

• Effective security environment, sets a privacy foundation.
– Security basics / cyber hygiene, encryption, DLP/DRM, IAM & SIEM

• Data security centric approach; as the essence of privacy
– Focusing on data controls, which are tailored for privacy protection

Quit admiring the “Privacy problem (threat / risk)”
and start DOING something – a tailored RBSS
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GDPR Workshop
The EU’s GDPR Basics.
Why You Need to Care and
What to Prepare For.

Wrap up – next steps
Mike Davis

Harvey Nusz

Chief Information Security Officer(

GDPR, Privacy and Security/Compliance Consultant
CISA, CRISC, CISSP, CIPM

ElectEngr/MSEE, CISSP, CISO, & SysEngr; MA Mgmt

Mike.Davis.SD@gmail.com

privacyshieldgdpr@gmail.com

GDPR compliance is all about your plan and the lead POC

Topics
• Next steps
• New CA Law overview
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml

• Privacy Shield Perspective
• Summary
Quit admiring the “Privacy problem (threat / risk)”
and start DOING something – a tailored GDPR Plan

HOW do I best prepare my company for GDPR
Based on numerous sources for GDPR compliance, we propose the following key factors:

• Assess the need for a DPO, assign a privacy liaison at a minimum, and develop a compliance plan.
• Conduct a data audit: what data do you process, then develop a data map (where is it?), and start a
risk register to manage all risks from the start (e.g., a high level readiness assessment)
• Assess the privacy notices required and associated policies – start with your website notice and draft
/ update key policies: data protection, retention and breach incident as a minimum.
Then (in parallel):
• Update your risk assessment (e.g., Security of processing article 32) – take a holistic approach to
your overall security posture (people, policy, process and product (technology) using a common
framework (NIST CSF, COSO SOC2, ISO27001, COBIT, etc.).
• Implement GDPR education and training– for both employees’ overall and data processors.
• Identify your data processors, internal and external, and conduct third party assessments.
• Update your Data Breach Incident Response plan, provide contingencies, standard communiqués.
• Review how you ask for consent (if needed) and update that process, be specific and auditable.
• While Privacy Impact Assessments (PIA) are not frequent, develop a PIA and process.
• Understand the ‘individual rights’ requirements; asses your subject access requests (SAR) process;
and establish your ‘lawful basis’ - which drives other tasks.
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HOW do I best prepare my company for GDPR
— share the GDPR overview brief with folks who need to be engaged, give a “why now
/ value” intro brief.. lunch and learn, or.. See who gets it, team with them
—tailor the project plan template, use as a getting started artifact to facilitate discussions
—Take the first 3 steps in the GDPR position paper...

— Team with a couple of key stakeholders, some will need to be educated on the utility,
where data management is essential, so need key business unit managers, HR, IT/SEC,
and Legal at a minimum
— give senior management a brief to get buy in and endorsement, provide a plan outline
and resources needed
—Team with IT/SEC to ensure the technical methods are covered
— Setup a periodic update, status meeting, preceded by a 1 page report, to keep up
visibility
—Just Start, as you don’t want to be caught with a SAR, law suit, or breach with
nothing in place, as damage control is much harder and more expensive
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New CA Law overview
California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018
This has been a big year in the data protection world, with the headline-grabbing GDPR occupying most
of the spotlight with its plethora of privacy-related requirements and potential for high fines for violators.
Foremost among these new laws is the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018. The Act was introduced
and signed quickly on June 28th, in order to prevent voters from facing a similar ballot initiative in the
November election, which will go into effect beginning January 1, 2020.

What are the Act’s major provisions?
The Act (the full text of which is available here) gives “consumers” (defined as natural persons who are
California residents) four basic rights in relation to their personal information:
1. the right to know, through a general privacy policy and with more specifics available upon request, what
personal information a business has collected about them, where it was sourced from, what it is being used
for, whether it is being disclosed or sold, and to whom it is being disclosed or sold;
2. the right to “opt out” of allowing a business to sell their personal information to third parties (or, for
consumers who are under 16 years old, the right not to have their personal information sold absent their, or
their parent’s, opt-in);
3. the right to have a business delete their personal information, with some exceptions; and
4. the right to receive equal service and pricing from a business, even if they exercise their privacy rights
under the Act.
The Act requires that companies make certain disclosures to consumers via their privacy policies, or
otherwise at the time the personal data is collected. In terms of compliance, these provisions will require
companies to determine what personal data they are collecting from individuals and for what purposes,
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and to update their privacy policies every 12 months to make the disclosures the Act requires.

New CA Law overview
What qualifies as “personal information” under the Act?
“Personal information” is defined as “information that identifies, relates to, describes, is capable of being
associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular consumer or
household.” The Act provides a non-exhaustive list of examples that includes some expansive examples. For
example, personal information includes “commercial information” (including “records of personal property,
products or services purchased, obtained or considered, or other purchasing or consuming histories or
tendencies”), “Internet or other electronic network activity information” (such as browsing and search
histories), “education information” and “[a]udio, electronic, visual, thermal, olfactory, or similar
information.”.
Who has to comply with the Act?
The Act will apply to for-profit businesses that collect and control California residents’ personal information,
do business in the State of California, and: (a) have annual gross revenues in excess of $25 million; or (b)
receive or disclose the personal information of 50,000 or more California residents, households or devices on
an annual basis; or (c) derive 50 percent or more of their annual revenues from selling California residents’
personal information. The Act also draws in corporate affiliates of such businesses that share their branding.
A company also is exempted from its compliance obligations under the Act “if every aspect of … commercial
conduct takes place wholly outside of California”.
Who is protected by the Act?
The Act requires that the protections listed above be made available to “consumers,” who are defined as
California residents for tax purposes. However, California’s large population and economic presence means
that many (if not most) companies serve California consumers – even if those companies have no physical
presence in the State.
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New CA Law overview
How will the Act be enforced?
The Act can be enforced by the California Attorney General, subject to a thirty-day cure period. The civil
penalty for intentional violations of the Act is up to $7,500 per violation. The Act also provides a private right of
action that allows consumers to seek, either individually or as a class, statutory or actual damages and
injunctive and other relief, if their sensitive personal information (more narrowly defined than under the rest of
the Act) is subject to unauthorized access and exfiltration, theft or disclosure as a result of a business’s failure to
implement and maintain required reasonable security procedures. Statutory damages can be between $100 and
$750 per California resident per incident, or actual damages, whichever is greater. However, it is not obvious
what “per incident” means in this context, so the ceiling for statutory damages currently is unclear.
How similar is the Act to the EU’s GDPR?
Put simply: not that similar, although they do share some general features. Both the Act and the GDPR apply to
companies located outside their borders, emphasize some of the same broad themes (such as the importance of
access and transparency), and – perhaps most importantly – will require companies to expend a great deal of
effort and resources to achieve compliance. However, that’s really where the similarities end, as the laws’ actual
provisions overlap but are also quite different. Perhaps the most basic difference is the fact that the GDPR is an
omnibus law, while the Act is not.
What is the potential impact of the Act?
As a practical matter, this law has the potential to change the privacy law landscape in the U.S. – not just
California. As described above, the law’s protection of California-based “consumers” means that many
companies, even those based outside California and even outside the U.S., will be subject to its requirements.
Businesses will incur significant compliance costs in order to update procedures, policies and Web sites in
accordance with the new law. Additionally, the Act’s grant of a private right of action means that companies will
have to anticipate a possible flood of consumer-driven litigation. We expect that the state legislature will
continue to refine and amend the Act’s privacy-related requirements before the final version of the law goes into
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Privacy Shield Perspective
GDPR vs. the EU-US Privacy Shield

Like its name says, the GDPR is a regulation; i.e., a law with associated compliance requirements. Its
general intent is to modernize and standardize data protection practices within the EU. One of the
requirements within the GDPR intends to ensure countries outside the EU that receive EU data have
adequate data protection laws. The EU does not currently deem the US to have adequate data
protection laws. Privacy Shield, along with the Safe Harbor provisions it superseded as of Q3 2016, is
an agreement between the US and the EU. In a nutshell, Privacy Shield functions as a workaround to
provide a legal basis for the transfer of EU citizens’ personal data to and from the US.
Entities that participate in the Privacy Shield agreement (“PSA”) are considered to fulfill the
EU’s data protection requirements. Privacy Shield defines a framework for transatlantic data flows
that requires US businesses to strongly protect EU citizens’ personal data. It also sets up extra
monitoring and enforcement by the US Department of Commerce and the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC). In particular, it stipulates limitations and requirements for oversight on access to EU data, puts
added focus on organizational transparency, and creates a dispute resolution pathway for EU citizens
who file complaints. Overall, Privacy Shield is a lot more demanding than Safe Harbor was As such,
compliance with Privacy Shield (which involves “self-certification” and verification) will take added
strategic planning on the part of many US entities.

In the next few slides, we provide several view points, some conflicting,
to assess the utility of using a PSA / certification route
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Privacy Shield Perspective
Privacy Shield as a Roadmap

The Privacy Shield was designed to bridge the gap created by the lack of adequate U.S. data
protection laws. For companies who self-certify under Privacy Shield, it provides a legal basis for the
transfer of EU citizens’ personal data to and from the U.S.. It also provides the most convenient
roadmap for GDPR compliance, as many of the certification requirements under Privacy Shield match
what GDPR requires, according to Joseph "Jay" Arcata III, a partner at Halloran & Sage who heads
the cybersecurity and data privacy practice for the Hartford, Conn.-based law firm.
Arcata said while Privacy Shield certification can provide companies with a jump-start on fulfilling
the requirements of GDPR, it does not ensure total compliance with GDPR. “In addition, Privacy
Shield will be revisited on a yearly basis, so it is entirely possible that its terms and requirements
could change. Privacy Shield is merely a tool to assist U.S. companies with GDPR compliance but it
does not, in and of itself, guarantee compliance.". It's not GDPR compliant. You can have it, but on top
of that you need to complete all the GDPR privacy requirements," he said.
“No matter what the project is, if it handles data you have to have processes in place to ensure that you
use the data appropriately. You can't GDPR self-certify with the Privacy Shield.”
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Privacy Shield Perspective
GDPR and Privacy Shield: Why Both Are Necessary

Although the GDPR will place many new, rigorous obligations upon U.S. businesses, the European
Union’s need to ensure the adequacy and enforceability of data protection standards in non-EU
countries will remain. Thus, the Privacy Shield will continue to be a vital tool for U.S. organizations
that engage with EU clients after the GDPR comes into effect. In this sense, Privacy Shield
certification can be approached as the first step in a two-step process toward a comprehensive EU data
protection strategy.
While it’s not uncommon for U.S. businesses to think about the Privacy Shield and the GDPR as if
they serve a nearly identical purpose, they are in fact very different legal instruments that serve two
separate, if overlapping, functions. Non-EU organizations cannot merely comply with the GDPR as a
means to enable exports of personal data from the EU. While GDPR compliance will be necessary in
any case, an approved data transfer mechanism, such as the Privacy Shield, must be implemented by
the non-EU organization as well.

Of note, BCRs can also be considered… Binding Corporate Rules..
https://www.williamfry.com/newsandinsights/news-article/2018/02/21/new-guidelines-on-binding-corporate-rules-under-the-gdpr
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Privacy Shield Perspective
How Does It Fit with the GDPR?
According to the EU-US Privacy Shield, to ensure that your firm is meeting all requirements, you “must include
robust mechanisms for assuring compliance with the Principles, recourse for individuals who are affected by noncompliance with the Principles, and consequences for the organization when the Principles are not followed.”
Being certified under the EU-US Privacy Shield can give your company a jump start on fulfilling the GDPR’s
standards and also provides legal clarity and direction on the EU’s data protection laws, but will not guarantee total
GDPR compliance. It is also important to note that the EU-US Privacy Shield will be revisited every year and could
change, so it is important to have an assigned employee/person to stay current with all the updates.
What are the benefits?
Some of the benefits of joining the Privacy Shield, according to the International Trade Administration, include:
• All Member States of the EU are consistent with the European Commission’s finding of “adequacy”.
• EU Member State requirements for prior approval of data transfers are automatically waived or approved, so
organizations don’t need to seek approval.
• Compliance requirements and clear.
• The Privacy Shield Framework is cost effective. This is especially useful for small to mid-sized firms.
While the EU-US Privacy Shield does offer some formal protection and can be a useful framework or tool for GDPR
compliance, but is not all-encompassing. For true GDPR compliance, your organization needs to follow the strict
guidelines.

If the verdict in Sep is to continue to accept this privacy certification approach;
then it might be useful to consider as a more definitive list of activities needed
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Summary
While the deadline has passed…
---the most at risk will be those who have data breaches
As full enforcement may take years,
“ OR”
Tomorrow you get one “SAR” from an individual with a grudge..
Get started NOW…..
Initiate a project and team, draft an action plan – use our template!
Critical steps
The first three items on the pervious page…
Get company support – not a one-person job
Get a GDPR champion, set the priority
Use the provided template – cut and paste your info = actionable plan
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Additional Background
&
Errata
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“Notional” Data Centric Architecture
WE have a “natural” hierarchy in our enterprise IT/network environment,
where complexities arise in the numerous interfaces and many to many
communications paths typically involved in end-to-end (E2E) transactions
AND, People and
processes TOO!

DATA

Apps /
services

HW/SW/FM
“CCE”

Network
SoS

Enclave

Site

Enterprise

Each sub-aggregation is responsible for the data / controls within their boundaries
and also inherit the controls of their environment – and formalize reciprocity therein!

Thus, the DATA, IA/cyber controls, interfaces and profiles in
each element / boundary must be quantified / agreed to upfront!126

Data Centric Security - DATA (and Cyber) must be E2E!
Security / cyber (e.g., defense in depth (DiD))
Supports quality / assured data (with pedigree / provenance)

Cyber must be preserved in the full
data AND capabilities life-cycle

DATA

Security controls / inheritance

Storage

Services

What IA/security capabilities are
needed for the DATA itself?

Host /
device

Apps

Behavior monitoring Business logic
Middleware

transport

FW/IDS/IPS
Continuous monitoring

OMG / DDS

ALL must adhere to
Standards / profiles!

Must account for the “four ‘Vs’”

Data is always, either
At rest, being processed
OR in transit

Volume, variety, velocity and veracity
And what of “viscosity and virality”? http://www.slideshare.net/rawnshah/the-opportunity-in-big-data-analytics-and-social-business

Data Governance
The GDPR calls out the general obligations of data controllers and processors in
the first section of Chapter 4. These responsibilities are no more acute than in
Article 25, “Data Protection by Design and Default.” While at first glance this article
appears to be exclusively a data protection requirement, when viewed through the
lenses of the preceding Article 24, “Responsibility of the Controller,” and the
subsequent sections and articles of Chapter 4, it’s clear that a sound data
governance program is essential to not only achieving, but maintaining GDPR
compliance. Understanding what data is regulated and why this data is used to
support a business function is essential before any other activity can be taken
towards classifying the data, administering access and protecting the information.
As a matter of fact, the GDPR calls out the requirement to take a risk based
approach to protecting regulated data in Article 35. This is, in essence, data
governance and entails the simple act of understanding why an organization has a
business purpose for such regulated data. Effective data governance that includes
business stakeholders, IT, and our legal department enables us to be compliant with
the Lawfulness of Processing (Article 6) component of the GDPR. It’s important to
note that while this is a key part of the information security program, data
governance is a business function which should include a wide audience beyond
information security.
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Data Classification
Understanding what data in the environment is regulated and ensuring the appropriate
classification is critical. Within the GDPR are specific definitions which, by their nature, require
us to classify this data. The regulation defines personal data as “…any information relating to
an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one
who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a
name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier, or to one or more factors
specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural, or social identity of
that natural person” (Article 4). The regulation goes on, however, to create a second category
of personal data defined as “special categories” in Article 9. These special categories are
defined as, “personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing of genetic data,
biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning health
or data concerning a natural person's sex life or sexual orientation.”
Simply by virtue of the GDPR creating separate categories within the regulation itself, we must
treat them differently from a data classification perspective. Just as we must enable effective
data governance before we can define specific protections (encryption, etc.), we need to
effectively classify data (GDPR and otherwise) in our environment so that we can enable the
right level of protection based upon the business and regulatory risks associated with such
data.
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Data Discovery
Perhaps the most pressing concern for many is regarding GDPR
compliance is understanding where regulated data is in their environment.
Article 35 requires the data protection impact assessment (DPIA) to contain
“a systematic description of the envisaged processing operations.” This
statement alone tells us that we must understand our business applications
to the extent that enables us to answer the question, “Where is this data
and how is it used?”
Furthermore, Article 25 requires “Data protection by design and default”,
which necessitates a thorough understanding of where the data exists in
the enterprise. It’s not uncommon for organizations to answer the, “Where
is the data?” question with an answer such as, “It’s in this database over
here, this database over here, this cloud SaaS provider, these third parties,
and a bunch of Excel spreadsheets scattered across the enterprise.”
Unfortunately, this answer won’t do for GDPR compliance. We need to be
able to clearly articulate where this regulated data is, regardless of whether
or not it’s in the cloud, on premises, internal or third-party, structured, or
unstructured.
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Data Access
Once we can answer, “What is the data? How is it classified? And where is
the data?” we need to next pursue answers to the question, “Who has
access to the data and who should have access to the data?” Answering
this critical question helps us defend the business need for the data (Article
6, “lawfulness of processing”) as well as helping ensure the data isn’t used
for a purpose other than the legitimate interest (also Article 6).
Furthermore, it’s hard to imagine a scenario where an organization could be
compliant with Article 40 (“codes of conduct”) without effectively regulating
data access. As information security programs move towards identity-based
security and more contextual awareness regarding enterprise data, data
access governance (DAG) becomes even more essential as an information
security program element and as a key lynchpin for GDPR compliance. As
information security professionals, we want to be able to answer the
question, “Who has access,” and enable our business and legal partners to
answer the question, “Who should have access?”
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Data Handling
How data moves around an enterprise, between enterprises, between applications,
and at rest are important elements to ensuring GDPR compliance. Article 32 sets
forth obligations regarding the security of processing. This article contains an initial
requirement (before going on to more specifics) that organizations implement
appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure a level of security
appropriate to the risk.
The article goes onto reference pseudonymisation, encryption, confidentiality,
integrity, availability and resilience. Surprisingly enough for a regulation focused on
data protection, this article even prescribes for the ability to restore availability and
access to data in a timely manner in the event of an incident. Furthermore, the
storage limitation and accuracy principles (both in Article 5) require us to both
understand how data is moving throughout the enterprise and between enterprises.
Perhaps most importantly, understanding how the organization handles its data is
critical to responding to incidents. Article 33 requires notification within 72 hours of
becoming aware of a personal data breach. Nowhere does data handling become
more important than in understanding when an incident becomes a breach.
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Data Protection
Contrary to what much of the noise regarding GDPR compliance would lead us to
believe, this is the area of the information security program where GDPR
compliance doesn’t leave us with a great deal of specific guidance. The regulation
doesn’t specifically say, “You must use strong encryption.” Or, “You must use a next
generation firewall.” What the GDPR does specify, however, is that we must take
technical and organizational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to
the risk (Article 32) as informed by the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA)
(Article 35). This is where the heavy lifting falls upon us as information risk
professionals to understand and clearly articulate the risks, enable effective
business risk decision making, and deploy controls where appropriate both from a
policy and a technology perspective.
Planning, building and running an effective security program requires the precise
and effective application of data protection controls, and while at first glance the
GDPR may lead us to want to shotgun-style deploy technologies such as data loss
prevention (DLP), and privileged access management (PAM) solutions, foundational
security is just as important. Are the endpoints protected? Do we have effective
vulnerability management? Are we protecting the data in the cloud? These
questions are important foundational security questions which are critical to
minimizing breach risk as we enable our legal and IT partners to pursue compliance
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Data Security Centric Benefits
Firewalls and access controls may always be necessary, but they won’t protect the
data you store in the cloud or share via email, any more than your home security
system will protect your wallet when you’re on holiday.
The data-centric approach to cybersecurity lets you focus on what you really need
to protect—your organization’s sensitive data—rather than the IT infrastructure that
houses a smaller and smaller share of that data each year. By protecting sensitive
information in the files and databases that contain it, you can take advantage of
cloud computing, mobile technology, and other innovations without placing your
organization at risk.
Putting the Pieces Together
A successful data-centric security strategy aligns technology, business processes,
and user workflows in order to ensure organizational control over sensitive data at
all times. Strategy development should begin with a thorough assessment of the
types of data your organization creates, processes, and exchanges, as well as the
user groups and systems that interact with each data type. This will prepare the
organization to answer a fundamental question: which data needs to be protected?
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/opinions/data-centric-security-protecting/
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Cyber security URLs / links of interest..
Major cyber / IA sites
http://www.secnav.navy.mil/dusnp/Security/Pages/InformationSecurity.aspx
http://www.doncio.navy.mil/TagResults.aspx?ID=28
http://iase.disa.mil/Pages/index.aspx
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html
Others of interest
https://www.iad.gov/iad/index.cfm
http://www.darkreading.com/
https://cve.mitre.org/
http://www.iso27001security.com/
http://www.cisecurity.org/
http://iac.dtic.mil/csiac/ia_policychart.html
http://www.cert.org/
http://www.nascio.org/
http://niccs.us-cert.gov/
http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/
https://www.sans.org/programs/
https://www.csiac.org/groups/cybersecurity/
http://www.cerias.purdue.edu/
http://www.dhs.gov/topic/cybersecurity
https://cccure.training/
http://iase.disa.mil/stigs/Pages/index.aspx
http://www.rmf.org/
Great daily cyber news letter – “Cyber Wire”
http://nvd.nist.gov/
https://www.thecyberwire.com/current.html
And a few more:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/good-resources-new-ciso-gary-hayslip-cissp-cisa-crisc-ccsk
Two security News/Blog websites:
• http://ddosattackprotection.org/blog/cyber-security-blogs/
- Article has over 100+ security sites.
• http://cybersecurityventures.com/industry-news/
- Web site has great info on Cyber companies and a list of over 100 security web sites.
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GDPR – Key changes overview
“Data breach notification: when, how and to whom?"
What is it? Why is it important?
– “Data breach notification” refers to an obligation of controllers to quickly provide
information on data breaches, such as unauthorized access or other data leaks.
– Article 31 obliges controllers to notify all such breaches to the supervisory authority without
undue delay and where feasible within 24 hours of discovery of a breach. Late notifications
have to be accompanied by a reasoned justification for the delay. The notification includes
information on the breach itself, the measures taken to fix it, and possible consequences.
– Article 32 obliges controllers to notify, after the notification to the supervisory authority,
breaches that are likely to adversely affect data subjects to them without undue delay. It is
important to note that only breaches “likely to affect” data subjects have to be notified to
them, and not all breaches.
– Breaches occur. There are no 100% secure systems. Mandatory breach notifications are an
effective tool to force organizations to quickly and comprehensively address breaches. Even
better is a highly effective and well practiced incident response plan, all within ERM!

GDPR – What’s new?
The GDPR takes a flexible approach to privacy by design.
This means that in implementing privacy by design a data controller needs to take
into account the state of the art, the cost of implementation and the nature, scope,
context and purposes of processing as well as the likelihood and severity of risks to
the rights and freedoms of natural persons posed by the processing of their personal
data. Therefore, in order to protect the rights and freedoms of persons, the
controller of the data has to take appropriate technical and organizational measures.
Companies will be required to “ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk”:
1. Encryption and pseudonymisation of personal data.
2. The ability to restore personal data availability in the event of a security incident or technical
issue in a timely manner.
3. Ensuring ongoing confidentiality, integrity, and availability (the tenets of InfoSec) of data
processing systems and services.
4. Establishing a process for regular security testing and assessment of the effectiveness of security
practices and solutions in place.
5. Organizations should practice the principle of least privilege, as well as regularly ‘cleaning house’
and removing any data that is no longer needed.
6. Lastly, it is recommended, though not mandated, the organizations, especially larger ones, create
centralized application and data repositories to maintain better control over customer data.
https://blog.varonis.com/eu-gdpr-spotlight-protection-by-design-and-default/

GDPR – What’s new?
Article 25 of the GDPR codifies both the concepts of privacy by design and privacy by
default. Under this Article a data controller is required to implement appropriate
technical and organizational measures both at the time of determination of the
means for processing and at the time of the processing itself in order to ensure data
protection principles such as data minimization are met. Any such privacy by design
measures may include, for example, pseudonymisation or other privacy-enhancing
technologies.
In addition, the data controller will need to ensure that, by default, only personal
data which is necessary for each specific purpose of the processing is processed. In
particular, such measures need to ensure personal data is not automatically made
available to third parties without the individual’s intervention. By way of practical
example: when creating a social media profile, privacy settings should, by default, be
set on the most privacy-friendly setting. Setting up profiles to be public by default is
no longer allowed under the GDPR.

https://blog.varonis.com/eu-gdpr-spotlight-protection-by-design-and-default/

GDPR – what to expect?
Try a few checklists / questionnaires
Best approach is to work with the GDPR Lead (Legal?) , agree on a place to start.
Sample GDPR checklist, a little more specific on recommended activities..
http://www.dataprotectionreport.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/489/2016/05/GDPR_Checklist_Norton_Rose_Fulbright_May_2016.pdf
Bavarian government example; more likely what we’ll see from a authoritative source.
https://iapp.org/news/a/bavarian-dpa-releases-gdpr-implementation-questionnaire/
The questionnaire asked about GDPR procedures, responsibilities of the data protection officer, data
processing activities and privacy by design, onboarding of external vendors and data processing
agreements, transparency and privacy notices, accountability and data breach notifications.

https://www.lda.bayern.de/media/gdpr_questionnaire.pdf
I. Structure and responsibility in the company
II. Overview of processing activities
III. Involvement of third parties
IV. Transparency, information duties and assurance of data subject rights
V. Accountability, risk management
VI. Data breaches
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Two views of Privacy
“Privacy by design and Privacy by default"
The principle of privacy by design and by default is consistent with, and an
extension of, the requirement for data minimization under Article 5 of the GDPR;
namely that systems and technology should be designed in such a way so as to
(e.g., limiting and minimizing data are now the law of the land):
(i) data processing is limited to what is necessary for the purpose for which the
data was collected; and,
(ii) only those within an organization who need to access the personal data can do
so.
Both principles are codified in Article 25 of the GDPR; whereas they are
important to consider as a business in general and more specifically within the
entity’s enterprise risk management (ERM) posture. Privacy by Design (PbD) is a
well-intentioned set of principles, and a good approach to frame your efforts, yet
the GDPR is the law if you do business in the EU zone!

https://blog.varonis.com/eu-gdpr-spotlight-protection-by-design-and-default/

Two views of Privacy
“Privacy by design and Privacy by default"
Privacy by design means that each new service or business process that makes use
of personal data must take the protection of such data into consideration. An
organization needs to be able to show that they have adequate security in place
and that compliance is monitored. Thus an IT department must take privacy into
account during the whole life cycle of the system or process development.
Background - PbD has sensible guidelines and practices concerning consumer access to their data, and
making privacy policies open and transparent. PbD addresses having “end-to-end” security in place,
where privacy is baked into every system that handles the data. Overall PbD also dispenses good general
advice on data security that can be summarized in one word: minimize. Minimize collection of
consumer data, minimize who you share the data with, and minimize how long you keep it. Less is
more: less data for the hacker to take, means a more secure environment.

Privacy by Default simply means that the strictest privacy settings automatically
apply once a customer acquires a new product or service. E.g., no manual change
to the privacy settings should be required on the part of the user. There is also a
temporal element to this principle, as personal information must by default only be
kept for the amount of time needed to provide the product or service.
https://blog.varonis.com/eu-gdpr-spotlight-protection-by-design-and-default/

GDPR – Key changes overview
“Data protection by design and by default"
What is it? Why is it important?
– Data protection by design means that, already when designing products and services,
data protection requirements should be taken into account. This helps to avoid situations in
which data protection requirements are an afterthought to the development process,
which can result in both higher development costs and lower protection for the data
subject.
– Data protection by default means that “out of the box” products and services should be
set to the most privacy-friendly settings. Notably this means that by default, personal data
are not made accessible to an indefinite number of individuals.
– These two principles can serve to enhance user trust in systems. They also help to protect
users who might not be well-aware of data protection issues, such as young elderly users,
by ensuring that “out of the box” privacy-friendly default settings are chosen.
– These two principles are also important for the design of standard components: think of a
smart meter that in its default configuration sends detailed personal data without
encryption, even though it would be capable of encrypting the information. If a utility
company, when installing these devices, does not change the setting on its own initiative,
the data would be open to being spied upon. Data protection by default would oblige the
device producer to switch this functionality on by default.

GDPR – Key changes overview
“Right to erasure / Right to be forgotten "
What is it? Why is it important?
– This right has two aspects. The first one is the right to erasure in a strict sense (Article
17(1)), which is already included in the current Directive. It basically says that if a controller
has no reason to further process data or the data are processed in breach of the Regulation,
the data subject is entitled to have the data deleted. There are certain exceptions, e.g. when
a controller is legally obliged to retain data or when it is necessary for exercising the
freedom of expression.
– This is very important for holding controllers accountable and empowering data subjects
to take the protection of their data into their own hands. Supervisory authorities cannot
have their eyes on all controllers all the time, so it is crucial to give data subjects strong
rights for their interactions with controllers.
– The second aspect is new (Article 17(2)). It states that if controllers have made such
personal data public, they shall take all reasonable steps, for publications for which they are
responsible, to inform third parties who are processing such data that the data subject
requests them to delete any links to or copies of the personal data in question. The
Commission's aim with this paragraph was to contribute to meaningful erasure in the online
environment.

GDPR – Key changes overview
“Data portability… "
What is it? Why is it important?
– Data portability has two aspects:
(1) if their data are processed in a commonly used electronic format, data subjects can
obtain a copy of the data in a format that allows for further use by them (Article 18(1)).
(2) it also means that if data are processed based on consent or contract, users should be
able to take the data they have supplied with them when changing service providers
(Article 18(2)).
– This right makes it easier for users to change their service providers when they are no
longer satisfied with another provider’s services. Think of a social network: you might be
dissatisfied with your current provider, but by cancelling your account, you would lose all
the content you submitted. Data portability fixes this problem. By the same token, it will
also stimulate competition by making market entry easier for new companies.

